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Hurricanes to have 74 regular-season games televised by Bally Sports South  

By Chip Alexander  

Hurricanes’ television play-by-play announcer Mike 
Maniscalco and analyst Tripp Tracy prepare for their 
broadcast of game two of the Carolina Hurricanes vs. 
Nashville series on Wednesday, May 19, 2021 at PNC Arena 
in Raleigh, N.C. Maniscalco replaces John Forslund who left 
after 25 years, unable to negotiate a new contract Robert 
Willett rwillett@newsobserver.com  

The Carolina Hurricanes will have 74 of their 82 regular-
season games in the 2021-22 season televised by Bally 
Sports South, it was announced Wednesday. 

The network coverage will begin Oct. 14 with the Canes’ 
opener against the New York Islanders at 7 p.m. at PNC 
Arena. Bally Sports will also have a one-hour pregame show 
of Hurricanes LIVE for the opener beginning at 6 p.m. 

Mike Maniscalco will enter his second full season as the 
Canes’ play-by-play announcer and Tripp Tracy will be in his 

23rd season as analyst. Abby Labar will be in her second 
season as in-game reporter and host of Hurricanes LIVE, 
and will be joined by analyst Shane Willis. 

Bally Sports South also will televise the Canes’ two 
preseason exhibition games against the Nashville Predators. 
The Canes’ home game Oct. 5 will have special guest 
analyst Chris Mason from the Predators’ broadcast team 
joining Maniscalco and Tracy. Tracy will then join Mason and 
Predators play-by-play announcer Willy Daunic on the call in 
Nashville for the Oct. 9 game, which has a 4 p.m. start. 

Hurricanes games on Bally Sports South will be available in 
North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia through cable, 
satellite and over-the-top providers, including AT&T U-verse, 
DIRECTV, DIRECTV STREAM and Spectrum. Game 
telecasts can also be streamed live on BallySports.com and 
the Bally Sports app. 
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Down Goes Brown: The Bizarro-meter’s Eastern Conference offseason rankings 

By Sean McIndoe  

We’ve fired up the bizarro-meter for our annual attempt to 
figure out which NHL teams had the strangest offseason. Not 
the best or the worst or the busiest, mind you, but just the 
strangest. 

Yesterday, we looked at the Western Conference, with top 
scores going to the Golden Knights and Blackhawks and the 
buyout-happy Minnesota Wild leading the way with a score 
of 8.6. Can anyone from the East compete with that score? 
(Remembers what the East teams were up to this year.) 
Yeah, I feel like a few of them can, but let’s see where this 
goes … 

Atlantic Division 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The offseason so far: We knew that cap Armageddon was 
coming, and it wasn’t pretty. The Lightning lost an entire line 
in Yanni Gourde, Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow, plus 
David Savard and Tyler Johnson. They offset those losses 
with a few cheap veteran signings, highlighted by Corey 
Perry, but overall it was a whole lot of talent hitting the road. 

But their strangest story was: Losing all those good players 
and still looking every bit like an elite Cup-worthy roster. 
These guys are annoying. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 2.5/10. Newsworthy, sure, but not 
especially bizarre. Maybe the only weird part for Julien 
BriseBoise is that he didn’t have to do this last year. 

Detroit Red Wings 

The offseason so far: It was basically the Alex Nedeljkovic 
trade and then a handful of depth moves. 

But their strangest story was: If Nedeljkovic turns out to be 
the answer in goal, Steve Yzerman will have added a key 
piece at a low price. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.4/10. Yzerman continues his slow-
but-steady rebuild. Every year, we say that he’ll eventually 
have to get more aggressive, but apparently, that point 
hasn’t arrived yet. The Wings are on track, but it’s hard to 
see how they’ll be all that much better this year unless 
Nedeljkovic goes full superstar. 

Florida Panthers 

The offseason so far: The big news was landing Sam 
Reinhart from the Sabres at a reasonable price. They lost 
Chris Driedger and Alex Wennberg to Seattle, the former 
through the expansion draft and the latter as a UFA, and also 
said goodbye to veteran defensemen Keith Yandle and 
Anton Stralman. 

But their strangest story was: The Panthers once again 
losing two good players to an expansion team was pretty 
funny after the whole Vegas disaster, even though they 
pretty much played this one fine. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 4.1/10. It feels like this could be 
nearing make-or-break time in Florida, with Aleksander 
Barkov in the last year of his deal and Jonathan Huberdeau 
a year behind him, so maybe there’s an argument that the 
Panthers should have been more aggressive. But they 
landed a big player and didn’t lose anyone crucial, so they 
should be better. 

Boston Bruins 

The offseason so far: The Bruins didn’t pull off any 
blockbuster moves, but they certainly churned through a big 
chunk of the roster, with lots of names moving in and out. 
The biggest change is in goal, where Linus Ullmark takes 
over from Tuukka Rask, at least until we know if and when 
Rask is coming back. They signed Nick Foligno but lost 
David Krejci, who was more important than most of us gave 
him credit for. And they re-signed deadline acquisition Taylor 
Hall to a fairly reasonable deal. 

But their strangest story was: Probably the whole 
Rask/Ullmark thing, since it feels like we could be headed for 
anything from Rask being done in the NHL to him returning 
midway through the season to reclaim his starter’s job (at 
which point Ullmark’s contract feels onerous). 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.2/10. The Bruins were busy, and it’s 
rare to see a contender have this much uncertainty about 
their goaltending heading into a season, but nothing they did 
seemed especially surprising under the circumstances. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

The offseason so far: Petr Mrazek replaces Frederik 
Andersen as the 1A to Jack Campbell. From there, it was a 
handful of low-risk bets on names like Nick Ritchie, Ondrej 
Kase and Nikita Gusev, but goodbyes to bigger names like 
Zach Hyman, Joe Thornton and deadline bust Nick Foligno. 
They also traded for Jared McCann and then immediately 
lost him in the expansion draft, which made for a fun few 
days. 

But their strangest story was: Not changing the core. Or 
maybe more accurately, not even seeming to consider 
changing the core. With the fan base reeling after yet 
another playoff disaster, Kyle Dubas and Brendan Shanahan 
shut down any talk of big changes almost immediately. That 
includes doing anything with Morgan Rielly, who needs an 
extension. 
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Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.3/10. The early-offseason caution 
makes a certain kind of sense — it’s hard to move big tickets 
in the NHL, and if you know you’re not likely to do it then 
don’t feed the Toronto media beast any more than you have 
to. But it sure feels like just about everyone in the 
organization is betting the jobs on the 2022 playoffs, doesn’t 
it? 

Ottawa Senators 

The offseason so far: They shuffled a few pieces, including 
trading Evgenii Dadonov to Vegas. They got a long-term deal 
done with Drake Batherson, but are still waiting on Brady 
Tkachuk. Then they extended Pierre Dorion and declared 
that “the rebuild is done.” 

But their strangest story was: Hiring Pierre McGuire to report 
to Dorion, which certainly gave us all plenty to talk about. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.2/10. The score is almost entirely 
for the McGuire hiring, as the rest of the summer was pretty 
standard stuff, at least for a few more weeks before any 
Tkachuk-related panic really kicks in. (But hey, about that 
first-line center Eugene Melnyk said they’d be adding …) 

Buffalo Sabres 

The offseason so far: They traded Sam Reinhart for a decent 
return and Rasmus Ristolainen for a great one and let Linus 
Ullmark walk. They added a few decent players, including 
Will Butcher and Mark Pysyk, and yesterday they got the 
Rasmus Dahlin deal done, so there were some positives. 
Then again, they don’t really seem to have any goaltending. 

But their strangest story was: The ongoing Jack Eichel saga, 
which we’d all hoped would be resolved by now. He hasn’t 
been traded, he hasn’t had surgery, and he doesn’t seem 
any more likely to want to return. With the trade market 
reportedly lukewarm at best, it’s starting to get tough to see a 
way this ends well for Kevyn Adams and the Sabres. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.8/10. We can’t call it a rebuild, since 
that would imply that anything had ever actually been built, 
but they may be even worse than they were last year. 

Montreal Canadiens 

The offseason so far: After their stunning run to the final, you 
could have forgiven the Habs for trying to stay the course 
and have a quiet offseason. That option was likely taken 
away from them by Shea Weber’s injury, but those concerns 
turned out to be just the beginning. There was the whole 
Carey Price expansion story, in which it briefly seemed like 
the team might lose its franchise goaltender to Seattle. There 
was a weird departure of their AHL coach. There was the 
inability to get Phillip Danault signed. 

Then came the draft, and the team’s absolutely 
embarrassing decision to draft Logan Mailloux (which I 
ripped into at the time). There was no defending that move 
then, and it doesn’t look any better after a few months of 
clumsy damage control. 

Marc Bergevin did add some legitimate talent in guys like 
Mike Hoffman, David Savard and Mathieu Perreault, 
although Corey Perry left for Tampa Bay. It seemed like 
there wasn’t a week that went by without Montreal being in 
the middle of something. 

But their strangest story was: Becoming the first team in 14 
years to lose a player to an offer sheet, as Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi bolted for the Hurricanes for big money and a 
$20 signing bonus. Bergevin extracted some value from a 
bad situation by essentially flipping the Carolina pick for 
Christian Dvorak, but it was still shocking to see an offer 
sheet actually succeed. (Although we’ll have to wait and see 
whether it actually ends up feeling like a success for the 
Hurricanes.) 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 9.5/10. For a Montreal fan, this 
offseason had to be exhausting. And by the way, it all 
happened against the backdrop of Bergevin’s future being 
very much in doubt. 

Metropolitan Division 

Washington Capitals 

The offseason so far: It was one of the quietest in the league, 
as a team without much cap space or many holes on the 
roster didn’t do all that much. There was a Brenden Dillon 
trade, and that was about it. If there was a surprise, it’s that 
they haven’t moved Evgeny Kuznetsov yet, which had 
sounded like it was a sure thing in the offseason. 

But their strangest story was: Losing Vitek Vanecek in the 
expansion draft, then getting him back after the Kraken’s 
unexpected Philipp Grubauer signing. Good thing Seattle 
kept the receipt. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.2/10. It still feels like there’s a 
Kuznetsov shoe that’s going to drop, but so far this has been 
a pretty forgettable offseason. 

New Jersey Devils 

The offseason so far: They added Tomas Tatar and 
Jonathan Bernier in free agency, drafted Jack Hughes’ 
brother Luke with the fourth pick and landed Ryan Graves 
and Christian Jaros in trades. 

But their strangest story was: Signing Dougie Hamilton to a 
seven-year deal worth $9 million annually, which was either 
bizarre because you think he’s overrated and shouldn’t make 
anywhere near that much or because you think he’s an 
underrated stud and you can’t believe he made it to free 
agency in the first place. Those are the only two options, and 
you must pick a side in the Great Hamilton Wars right now. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 4.3/10. The Devils had a very good 
offseason, but just about everything made sense. Seeing 
them win the Hamilton sweepstakes may have been a mild 
surprise, but even that was mostly expected by the time the 
market opened. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

The offseason so far: First things first, I’m not going to factor 
in the Matiss Kivlenieks tragedy, although it was an 
undeniably huge story. Keeping the focus on front office 
moves, the Blue Jackets are a good example of how a 
team’s offseason can include a long list of stories that are 
important and yet don’t feel especially bizarre. Moving on 
from John Tortorella and trading Seth Jones in the same 
summer are the sort of moves that will alter the franchise for 
both the short and long term, but we kind of assumed that 
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both were coming. Trading Cam Atkinson for Jakub Voracek 
was a surprise, though. 

But their strangest story was: Giving Zach Werenski one of 
the biggest blue line contracts in the league. You get why 
they felt they had to do it — call it a Columbus tax or call it 
asset management, but they needed to show their fans that 
they could keep a big name. Still, it’s a deal with the potential 
to look bad fairly early. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.8/10. They were front and center on 
a lot of important stuff, just like we figured they’d have to be. 

New York Islanders 

The offseason so far: It was a pretty typical Lou Lamoriello 
offseason, where he did some things people liked and some 
things that seemed weird, but it will all probably work out to a 
better record than you’ll expect. For now, they lost Jordan 
Eberle in expansion and traded Nick Leddy, locked in Adam 
Pelech on an eight-year deal and Ilya Sorokin for three, 
extended Casey Cizikas, Kyle Palmieri and Anthony 
Beauvillier on deals that all felt like a little too much but will 
probably turn out OK and signed veteran Zach Parise. 

But their strangest story was: Waiting until September to 
announce most of those moves, because … uh, nobody’s 
quite sure. Strategy? Secrecy? Lou just wanting to be a 
weirdo because he’s been doing this for 35 years and can 
get away with it? Your guess is as good as mine. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.0/10. There was also the Zdeno 
Chara homecoming, which might not have a major impact on 
the ice but is one of those stories that just feels right because 
it was 20 years in the making. At least we think it was, it’s 
possible he signed with the Islanders years ago and Lou just 
didn’t tell anyone. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

The offseason so far: They were busy after a disappointing 
season, making three big trades that radically reshaped the 
team. Those included adding Ryan Ellis from Nashville and 
swapping longtime Flyer Jakub Voracek for Cam Atkinson, 
and they also signed Keith Yandle, dumped Shayne 
Gostisbehere and extended Carter Hart and Sean Couturier. 
They also added Martin Jones, because they are the Flyers 
and goaltending is hard. 

But their strangest story was: The Rasmus Ristolainen trade. 
He cost a ton and needs a new contract next year, and the 
trade was widely viewed as a mess for Philadelphia. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.2/10. Ristolainen has always been 
one of those divisive players where his reputation and his 
numbers don’t match, and he’ll be under a microscope after 
what the Flyers gave up to get him. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

The offseason so far: Not much. Aside from finding out that 
Sidney Crosby will miss some time, it was pretty quiet in 

Pittsburgh, partly because they didn’t have a ton to work with 
in terms of cap space or picks/prospects to move. A few 
minor names came in and out, and they lost Brandon Tanev 
to expansion, but otherwise it was a bunch of questions like 
“What did you think of the Teddy Blueger extension?” and 
“Hey just curious, but who is Teddy Blueger?” 

But their strangest story was: Not finding a way to bring 
Marc-Andre Fleury home. Or if you want to be a little bit less 
dramatic: Not improving the goaltending. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.4/10. We’re just going to trust one of 
the final kicks at the can of the Crosby/Malkin era to Tristan 
Jarry again, are we? OK, if you say so. 

New York Rangers 

The offseason so far: The Rangers went into the summer 
with a new front office after dumping Jeff Gorton and John 
Davidson in the final days of the season, and new GM Chris 
Drury was busy. He changed coaches, upgrading from David 
Quinn to Gerard Gallant. He traded Pavel Buchnevich to the 
Blues, signed Barclay Goodrow and dealt for Ryan Reaves 
among other moves. But he didn’t pull off any blockbusters, 
staying away from Jack Eichel and so far staying the course 
with Mika Zibanejad, who needs a new contract. 

But their strangest story was: The way almost every 
offseason moves seemed to be a direct response to the 
existence of Tom Wilson. Yes, we get it, the Rangers were 
embarrassed by their initial non-response to Wilson 
manhandling Artemi Panarin. But it feels like that incident 
has become an obsession for the organization, as they pile 
on grit at the expense of skill. I’m not sure I’ve ever seen a 
team have an identity crisis over a fight like this, and I grew 
up watching the 1980s Norris Division. Opening night will be 
fun, but the Rangers have 79 games against teams that 
aren’t the Capitals, and you wonder what the plan is for 
those. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 8.7/10. This score might even be 
lower than it should be, since I’m not giving credit for the 
front office shakeup (which wasn’t technically part of the 
offseason). 

Carolina Hurricanes 

The offseason so far: Well, let’s see. They waited until the 
offseason to finally extend Rod Brind’Amour. They let a 
Norris-level defenseman walk as a UFA amid reports that 
they weren’t willing to meet the market price. They confused 
everyone by trading their Calder finalist goalie for next to 
nothing, while also letting their two other goalies walk in free 
agency. They got Andrei Svechnikov re-signed to an 
extension that looks like a bargain. Their owner said he 
wanted to put so many ads on uniforms that players would 
look like Formula 1 drivers. And they signed Tony DeAngelo, 
junking a big part of their reputation in the process, 

which felt like a WWE-style heel turn but this whole thing was 
probably still a little too on-the-nose. 

Other than that, not much. 

But their strangest story was: Oh wait, there was also the 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi offer sheet. The offseason’s strangest 

story saw the Hurricanes swoop in and swipe the 21-year-old 
from the Habs with a $6.1 million offer sheet. The price tag 
was outrageous, but that’s how it goes when you’re playing 
the offer sheet game. The real entertainment came from the 
sheer pettiness that the move was dressed up in, from a 
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symbolic $20 signing bonus to the cut-and-paste press 
release quotes. 

Time will tell whether the signing ends up being a solid 
hockey move, but the high school drama around it made the 
story either irresistible or infuriating — or maybe both. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 9.6/10. We tend to complain about 
NHL offseasons being boring in comparison to other sports. 
Full credit to the Hurricanes, who apparently decided to 
spend the summer making Gladiator-like “are you not 
entertained?” taunts at the hockey world. 

We were, by the way.
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The biggest X-factor for every NHL team: Eastern Conference edition 

By Adam Gretz  

Every team has a handful of players that could significantly 
alter the course of their season. 

They are the X-factors. 

Not necessarily the best player, or even a new player, but 
somebody that could make-or-break how things go based 
largely on their own individual performance. Maybe they are 
taking on a new role, or an increased role, or trying to fill a 
spot vacated by a departing player. Or maybe it is just 
somebody that is ready to take a significant leap forward in 
their development or career. 

Let’s talk about the biggest such player for each team, 
including a couple of potential breakout stars, some goalies 
(always an X-factor), and some returning players that missed 
significant portions of the 2020-21 season. 

We start here with the Eastern Conference teams. You can 
find the Western Conference X-factors here. 

Boston Bruins: Charlie Coyle. With David Krejci now playing 
in the Czech Republic the Bruins have a major hole on their 
second line between Taylor Hall and Craig Smith. Coyle will 
probably get the first crack at that role. If he can handle it, 
that would give the Bruins the complete second line they 
need (and seemingly had with Krejci, Hall, and Smith). 

Buffalo Sabres: Rasmus Dahlin. With Jack Eichel‘s future in 
doubt and Owen Power still at least a year away Dahlin is 
now the face of the Sabres franchise. And they still do not 
fully know what they have in him because he has had three 
different coaches who have tried to use him three different 
ways. 

Carolina Hurricanes: Frederik Andersen. The Hurricanes 
completely overhauled their goaltending position with two 
veterans who have been injured in recent years. Big gamble 
for a Stanley Cup contender. Could be a good one, though. If 
it works. 

Columbus Blue Jackets: Patrik Laine. Are they going to get 
the potential 40-goal scorer that puts the fear of God into 
opposing goalies, or the player that struggled and was 
benched at times after the trade? They need the former. 
Desperately. 

Detroit Red Wings: Moritz Seider. If he is as good as the Red 
Wings think he can be that would be quite the immediate 
boost to their rebuild. The perception of this pick has rapidly 
changed in two years. 

Florida Panthers: Spencer Knight. The best goalie prospect 
in hockey and the future of the position in Florida. How much 
do they really trust Sergei Bobrovsky at this point? The 
sooner Knight takes over that spot, the better. 

Montreal Canadiens: Christian Dvorak. The Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi offer sheet forced the Canadiens’ hand into 
making a trade. The funny thing is that Dvorak is probably 
the better player right now. So it might be an upgrade. 

New Jersey Devils: Jack Hughes. Hughes took a massive 
step forward in his second season, and if he can take a 
similar step this season the Devils will have a superstar on 
their hands. 

New York Islanders: Oliver Wahlstrom. The Islanders are 
rock solid from top to bottom, but they could really use 
another impact forward to make it so all of that pressure 
does not fall on Mathew Barzal. Wahlstrom is one player that 
has the potential to be that. He showed flashes of it last year. 

New York Rangers: Alexis Lafrenière. Expectations are high 
in New York and the pressure is on for this entire group. 
They need Lafreniere to take a Hughes-like step in his 
second season. 

Ottawa Senators: Matt Murray. He counts $6.25 million 
against the cap for another three seasons. He plays the most 
important position on the ice. If they want to improve they 
need more. Way more. 

Philadelphia Flyers: Carter Hart. There might not be a single 
player in the NHL that will play a bigger role in determining 
the success or failure of a team. 

Pittsburgh Penguins: Tristan Jarry. Goaltending is the single 
biggest reason the Penguins 2020-21 postseason ended in 
the first round. They are bringing back the same goalies with 
a thinner roster in front of them. Let’s see how that works 
out. 

Tampa Bay Lightning: Alex Barre-Boulet. The Lightning have 
a non-stop supply of talented players coming through their 
system that just have a way of fitting in and producing. With 
the entire line of Blake Coleman, Yanni Gourde, and Barclay 
Goodrow moving on they are going to need that internal 
talent pipeline to keep flowing. 

Toronto Maple Leafs: Jack Campbell. He was great last year 
when he took over the starting job. Was it a fluke? Or 
something that he can come close to repeating? There is 
immense pressure on this team this season to do something, 
and Campbell is going to have to play a big role in that. 
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Washington Capitals: Anthony Mantha. They paid a steep 
price for him, but his style fits the Capitals perfectly and he 

really is an outstanding player. He played better than his box 
score numbers would indicate after the trade. 

 

 

 

State of the Division: Breaking Down the Metro’s Defensemen 

By Brett Finger  

The Metropolitan Division is back together for the 2021-22 
season, but the defensive lineups will look very different from 
years past. 

Big names were on the move during the summer months, 
including Norris Trophy candidates moving from one Metro 
team to another, veteran blueliners stepping into Stanley 
Cup-contending locker rooms, and young players with 
significant upside getting a change of scenery. 

This season is difficult to predict, but we know how every 
team is expected to line up on opening night. 

This is the state of the defense in the Metropolitan Division. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

CBJ Defense 

LD RD 

Zach Werenski Adam Boqvist 

Vladislav Garikov Andrew Peeke 

Jake Bean Dean Kukan 

CBJ defensive depth chart according to Daily Faceoff.  

It will be a rough season for the Blue Jackets, and the root of 
their troubles could be their blue line. 

The team traded Seth Jones over the offseason due to his 
lack of interest in signing a long-term deal with the team. 
They recouped a lot of assets, though, including young 
defense Adam Boqvist. Boqvist is expected to get big 
minutes and perhaps play next to an established top-end 
player in Zach Werenski. 

Columbus dealt a second-round pick to Carolina for Jake 
Bean and signed him to a three-year contract extension. 
Bean showed promising signs before fading off in the second 
half of his shortened rookie season. He will have an 
opportunity to prove himself with steady minutes on a 
bottom-of-the-barrel Columbus team. 

New Jersey Devils 

NJD Defense 

LD RD 

Ryan Graves Dougie Hamilton 

Ty Smith Damon Severson 

Jonas Siegenthaler P.K. Subban 

NJD defensive depth chart according to Daily Faceoff.  

The Devils made the biggest splash of free agency with the 
signing of former Hurricane Dougie Hamilton to a seven-year 
contract worth $9 million AAV. 

In addition to adding a bonafide elite right-handed 
defenseman, New Jersey acquired the service of Ryan 
Graves, a former Avalanche blueliner who burst onto the 
scene as a stout defender over the last two seasons. 

Top prospect Ty Smith is expected to make the jump to the 
NHL this season as well. The WHL product has an array of 
talent that makes him a dynamic offensive defenseman with 
plenty of upside. 

New Jersey is a team that went out and got definitively better 
during the offseason, and that started with an overhauled 
defense that can make plays in all three zones. 

New York Islanders 

NYI Defense 

LD RD 

Adam Pelech Ryan Pulock 

Andy Greene Noah Dobson 
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LD RD 

Zdeno Chara Scott Mayfield 

NYI defensive depth chart according to Daily Faceoff.  

While several teams in the Metropolitan Division reworked 
their roster during the summer, the Islander held firm and 
made minimal changes to a group that once again knocked 
on the door of the Stanley Cup Final. 

Adam Pelech is one of the best defensemen in the NHL with 
his elite play-driving and shot suppression. He and Pulock 
will make up one of the best pairings in the NHL. 

The only change to New York’s blue line is in the addition of 
future Hall of Famer Zdeno Chara, who will return to his 
former team in hopes of making one last Cup run. 

The Islanders are as consistent as they come in the NHL, 
and they once again have a team and system capable of 
having major playoff success. 

New York Rangers 

NYR Defense 

LD RD 

Ryan Lindgren Adam Fox 

K'Andre Miller Jacob Trouba 

Patrik Nemeth Nils Lundkvist 

NYR defensive depth chart according to Daily Faceoff.  

Former future Hurricane Adam Fox is already one of the best 
players in hockey. The reigning Norris Trophy winner is 
every bit of what the Hurricanes thought he could be when 
they traded for him, and Fox’s decision not to sign has 
certainly bit Carolina. 

New York’s blue line is more than just Fox, though. K’Andre 
Miller is a young defender with tons of tools and lots of 
upside. Nils Lundkvist is coming overseas for his rookie year 
in North America after showing out in the SHL over the last 
two seasons as one of the youngest defenders in the league. 

Fox and Trouba are the standout names right now on 
Broadway’s blue line, but there’s a handful of players who 
could turn into difference-makers. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

PHI Defense 

LD RD 

Ivan Provorov Ryan Ellis 

LD RD 

Travis Sanheim Rasmus Ristolainen 

Keith Yandle Justin Braun 

PHI defensive depth chart according to Daily Faceoff.  

The Flyers had a bizarre offseason, which started with a 
great move to get veteran top-four defenseman Ryan Ellis. 
He should be an outstanding addition, unlike Rasmus 
Ristolainen. 

Ristolainen has been one of the worst defenders in the NHL 
for years, but the Flyers decided to get him and his hefty 
contract for a collection of valuable assets. 

Finally, they added an elite power-play quarterback in 
veteran Keith Yandle in free agency. He is expected to slot in 
on the third pairing and provide a spark of offense at even 
strength and on the man advantage. 

The team is hoping for a bounceback season from Provorov 
next to a solid veteran like Ellis. Sanheim is also primed to 
take another step in his development. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

PIT Defense 

LD RD 

Brian Dumoulin Kris Letang 

Michael Matheson John Marino 

Marcus Petterson Mark Friedman 

PIT defensive depth chart according to Daily Faceoff.  

Kris Letang returns as the star on Pittsburgh’s blue line in 
2021-22. Despite battling injuries over the last few seasons, 
Letang is coming off of a 45-point season, and his offensive 
impact has remained into his mid-30’s. 

Former Hurricane Brian Dumoulin is Letang’s defensive 
anchor and is back again. 

The rest of Pittsburgh’s defense has some question marks. 

John Marino broke into the league and was outstanding as a 
surprise rookie in 2019-20 but took a step back in his offense 
last season. He has been a steady defensive presence from 
the jump, though, and is primed to take another leap in his 
third full season. 

Marcus Petterson and Mark Friedman aren’t an overly 
exciting third pairing. Petterson has experience but has been 
a lackluster player at times in Pittsburgh. 
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Washington Capitals 

WSH Defense 

LD RD 

Dmitry Orlov John Carlson 

Michal Kempny Justin Schultz 

Trevor van Riemsdyk Nick Jensen 

PIT defensive depth chart according to Daily Faceoff.  

There have been questions surrounding the Capitals and 
their staying power ever since they won the Stanley Cup, but 
they’ve held up as contenders every year. 

John Carlson is a former Norris winner with tons of offense in 
his game, but his defensive consistency has always been the 
detractor. Dmitri Orlov has been a consistent two-way force, 
and that duo should continue to lead the way for their blue 
line. 

Michal Kempny didn’t play in the NHL last season due to a 
severe achillies injury and then got clipped by a shovel 
during a rehab game in Hershey in May. 

He is an important piece on Washington’s blue line, so 
getting him back would be a big boost for the Capitals this 
season. 

Justin Schultz had a productive first season in Washington 
and will look to build on that in year two. He had 27 points in 
2021. 

Former Hurricane Trevor van Riemsdyk is also entering his 
second season with the Caps. He only got into 20 games last 
season. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article254442298.html 

https://theathletic.com/2837478/2021/09/23/down-goes-brown-the-bizarro-meters-eastern-conference-offseason-rankings-2/ 
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/09/22/the-biggest-x-factor-for-every-nhl-team-eastern-conference-edition/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/9/22/22685858/state-of-the-division-breaking-down-metropolitan-division-defensemen-penguins-capitals-
devils-nhl 
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Hurricanes to have 74 regular-season games televised by Bally Sports 
South 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes will have 74 of their 82 regular-season games in 
the 2021-22 season televised by Bally Sports South, it was announced 
Wednesday. 

The network coverage will begin Oct. 14 with the Canes’ opener against 
the New York Islanders at 7 p.m. at PNC Arena. Bally Sports will also 
have a one-hour pregame show of Hurricanes LIVE for the opener 
beginning at 6 p.m. 

Mike Maniscalco will enter his second full season as the Canes’ play-by-
play announcer and Tripp Tracy will be in his 23rd season as analyst. 
Abby Labar will be in her second season as in-game reporter and host of 
Hurricanes LIVE, and will be joined by analyst Shane Willis. 

Bally Sports South also will televise the Canes’ two preseason exhibition 
games against the Nashville Predators. The Canes’ home game Oct. 5 
will have special guest analyst Chris Mason from the Predators’ 
broadcast team joining Maniscalco and Tracy. Tracy will then join Mason 
and Predators play-by-play announcer Willy Daunic on the call in 
Nashville for the Oct. 9 game, which has a 4 p.m. start. 

Hurricanes games on Bally Sports South will be available in North 
Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia through cable, satellite and over-
the-top providers, including AT&T U-verse, DIRECTV, DIRECTV 
STREAM and Spectrum. Game telecasts can also be streamed live on 
BallySports.com and the Bally Sports app. 

The Canes’ eight remaining regular-season games will be shown by 
ESPN, ABC and ESPN+. 
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Carolina Hurricanes have 5 burning questions to answer during NHL 
training camp 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes take the ice Thursday at PNC Arena for 
preseason training camp, with several questions to be answered by 
coach Rod Brind’Amour and his staff. 

The biggest question for camp? Canes captain Jordan Staal has his 
opinion. 

“I would say with all the new faces, it’s making sure everyone is on the 
same page and ready to go,” Staal said in an N&O interview this week. 
“Even last year we got off to a great start, but we had almost the exact 
same team we had the year before, so that made it a little bit easier. 

“We’ve got a lot of work, from myself and the leadership group and 
Roddy, to get the new guys on the same page as to how we play. From 
what I can tell already, the new guys we’ve brought in are going to do just 
that.” 

In the past, the Canes’ informal skates before camp often were 
perfunctory — say a few hellos, throw on the skates, get in a workout and 
decide on a tee time. There might be a new guy or two in the locker 
room, and a few introductions made, but nothing major. 

This year, with so many new players and new faces in the room, and with 
COVID-19 restrictions easing, the Canes players were able to use the 
informal sessions the past couple of weeks at Wake Competition Center 
to mingle, talk, get on the ice and get a better feel for each other and 
their games. 

“Get to know each other before we really start grinding in camp,” Staal 
said. 

It’s time for the grind. As forward Teuvo Teravainen put it last week, 
“With Roddy as our coach, from the first game, I’m pretty sure we’ll be 
ready.” 

Here are other pressing questions for training camp: 

Brind’Amour probably already has an idea or could shift Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi through a few lines to see what looks best for the forward. It 
appears he’ll play left wing this season and Kotkaniemi says that’s fine. 
Maybe the left wing on Vincent Trocheck’s line with Martin Necas on the 
right side? Maybe. 

WHAT ABOUT TONY DEANGELO? 
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A lot of eyes will be on DeAngelo, the most controversial of the Canes’ 
offseason additions because of his problematic past. He says he’s a 
changed man and Brind’Amour will give him a chance to prove it, with a 
clean slate to start. 

A safe play defensively would be to have Jaccob Slavin and Brett Pesce 
back together again in the top D pairing — let Pesce replace the 
departed Dougie Hamilton. But DeAngelo, also a right-hand shot, may be 
the guy. He has the offensive punch and Slavin can help make up for a 
lot of defensive deficiencies if No. 77 gets caught up ice. Pesce has 
some offensive upside, with four goals and 21 assists in 55 games last 
season, and again could be a good fit with Brady Skjei. 

Sarah Stier AP 

WILL A ROOKIE MAKE THE CANES’ ROSTER? 

Unlikely. They’ll try their hardest — Seth Jarvis, Ryan Suzuki, Dominik 
Bokk, Joey Keane and Jesper Sellgren among them — but with the 
groups (and contracts) stacked in front of them, at forward and 
defenseman, there may not be any room. 

Jarvis, the Canes’ first-round draft pick in 2020, had three goals in the 
three-game Tampa Bay prospects showcase and was close to scoring 
two or three more with his speed and skill. If the forward doesn’t make 
the Canes, he must be sent back to his junior team, the Portland 
Winterhawks of the WHL. Odds are, that’s where he’s headed, again. 

WHO QUARTERBACKS THE POWER PLAY? 

Don’t think Brind’Amour hasn’t given this a lot of thought. Hamilton and 
Jake Bean are gone and Jake Gardiner is facing back and hip surgery. 
DeAngelo could be asked to QB one unit — he had three goals and 16 
assists on the power play in 67 games with the New York Rangers in 
2019-20 but played just six games last season. 

Count on Brind’Amour spending extra time on the power play in camp, 
looking for the right mix. That’s what camp is for — experimentation, 
evaluation, decisions. 

Jeffrey T. Barnes AP 

IS THERE A NO. 1 GOALTENDER? 

It could be an equal-opportunity situation for the Canes’ new-look 
goaltending duo: Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta. They could split 
the four preseason exhibition games and may the best man win the nod 
as the starter in the Canes’ Oct. 14 opener against the New York 
Islanders. 

Andersen played 24 games last season for Toronto, albeit with uneven 
results, and covers a lot of net at 6-foot-4 and 238 pounds. He’s a big 
man. Raanta, when he avoids injuries, has been brilliant in net at times 
but played just 12 games last season. 
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Six burning questions ahead of Hurricanes training camp, from defense 
pairs to Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s role 

 

By Sara Civian Sep 22, 2021 58  

 

Gather around, friends. Hurricanes training camp begins this week, and I 
can confirm three things after attending some informal practices: 

1. Andrei Svechnikov still has a bomb of a shot. He also has significantly 
more hair on his head. 

2. Jordan Martinook is still loud. 

3. Sebastian Aho seems ready to take on a bigger leadership role. 

Basically everything else is up for debate after the slew of offseason 
changes the Canes made. But, finally, after months of stewing on these 
changes and analyzing them to death, we can start to answer some of 
our most important questions. 

Will anyone on the bubble actually make the team? 

I was expecting Hurricanes 2020 first-round pick Seth Jarvis to impress 
me during the prospect tournament, but I wasn’t expecting to be that 
impressed. He was everywhere, with three goals in three games and a 
general step-above-the-rest presence for much of his time on the ice. 

It’s not like he wasn’t already turning heads. He jumped onto the AHL 
scene and immediately scored seven goals and 11 points in nine games 
right out of his draft season. And it’s not like a tournament among 
prospects speaks volumes about one’s NHL ability. 

But it’s all sort of adding up here. I guess I should have listened to Corey 
Pronman, who has Jarvis ranked third behind only Svechnikov and 
Martin Necas in the Hurricanes’ youth movement. Pronman also says he 
believes Jarvis will grow to be a “good” top-six forward in the NHL. 

Our question now is “when”? 

He’s 19, and while those nine AHL games were impressive, they were 
still only nine games. He’s also in a position where he either has to make 
the NHL club right out of camp or report back to junior with the WHL’s 
Portland Winterhawks. Even further, the Canes very likely aren’t going to 
just toss him into a fourth-line center position — even if they had the 
room — and they’re stocked at right wing as well. 

I said he was a dark horse (unlikely to make the team out of camp but 
there is a chance) and I’m sticking to it. 

As for the bubble players, the Canes are really interested in giving Jack 
Drury a close look during training camp. Drury could pop right into the 
bottom six of an NHL lineup and hold his own, and when you think about 
it, that’s the line of thinking you should generally apply when asking 
yourself which prospects could actually make the team out of camp. 

The Canes are all set with top-of-the-lineup skill. Barring some 50-in-’07 
type preseason for a younger skilled prospect, look for those fringe depth 
players to take any open roster spots straight out of camp. 

What are the ideal defensive pairings and how does Tony DeAngelo fit 
into those plans? 

I’m sure we’ll be getting a good look at several potential combinations 
with all the offseason additions to the Hurricanes’ blue line. 

My initial gut feeling says the opening night pairings will look like this: 

Jaccob Slavin-Tony DeAngelo 

Brady Skjei-Brett Pesce 

Ian Cole-Ethan Bear 

For the past three years, Rod Brind’Amour has clearly used a system 
where he can play his top four 20-plus minutes a night at times and has 
been hesitant to dish out big minutes to the bottom pairing. 

Pesce and Skjei were each other’s most common partners last season 
on the second pairing, logging 618:43 TOI at five-on-five, according to 
Natural Stat Trick. Meanwhile, Slavin and Hamilton were the most 
recurring combination, logging 766:19 as partners. Pesce logged a total 
of 984:22 even-strength time on ice in general, though — that’s more 
than Hamilton’s 938:57 and Slavin’s 974:43 (although Slavin missed 
three games). Skjei, who also missed three games, occasionally found 
himself on the third pairing and ended up with 898:40 even-strength TOI. 

All of this is to say that while Pesce could theoretically deserve a spot 
next to Slavin on the top pairing, he and Brady “lung capacity” Skjei have 
been building some solid chemistry, and Pesce is already getting top-
pairing minutes. It’d be one thing if there was a pattern of huge drop-off in 
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usage between the first and the second pairings, but Pesce didn’t just 
keep up — he led everyone in even-strength time on ice. 

Then we have the more existential question of what to do with DeAngelo. 
The Canes obviously brought him in to be a cheap replacement for 
Hamilton, and he’d shown flashes of the same characteristics on a lesser 
scale — offensive production, power-play ability, weaker on defense 
(although Hamilton’s effort was improving and was being “awarded” more 
penalty kill time). 

Slavin is used to playing with an offensive-minded risk-taker at this point, 
and the Canes are going to want to give DeAngelo an opportunity to 
succeed out of the gate considering the backlash surrounding the 
signing. It makes sense to give him the first crack at the top pairing. 

I do reckon the Canes will be able to ease up on the top-heavy time on 
ice philosophy, if necessary, with reliable depth in Cole and potential in 
Bear. 

What will the goalie workload look like? 

If the Hurricanes have taught us anything in the past few years, it’s to 
never rule out your No. 2 or even your No. 3 goalie coming in and 
stealing some games — or even the No. 1 spot. This is by design, and it 
supports a possibility that Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta might be 
sharing the net in a more 1A and 1B format as opposed to No. 1 and No. 
2. 

There’s not much you and I can actually assess in terms of goaltending 
during training camp, but I’m sure Andersen and Raanta will be getting to 
know the coaches behind the scenes. 

If I’m a Hurricanes fan, I’m just hoping both Andersen and Raanta come 
out of camp healthy. Raanta has been infamously cursed with the injury 
bug throughout his career, Andersen is coming off an injury of his own, 
and I am not seeing anything to fall back on in the Hurricanes’ system. 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi (David Kirouac / Icon Sportswire) 

Where does Jesperi Kotkaniemi fit in? 

From the sound of it, the Hurricanes’ $6.1 million summer project is 
starting out on the left wing. 

“We know his skill level, we know what he brings to the table,” Waddell 
said of Jesperi Kotkaniemi after the signing. “We actually think, right now, 
we’ll probably start him on left wing. We’ve got Aho, (Vincent) Trocheck 
and (Jordan) Staal down the middle, and he’ll get to play with some very 
good players. We think he’s got the skill to be able to do that.” 

It’s safe to assume they won’t be tacking Kotkaniemi onto the fourth line 
and wishing him the best, so I’d bet we’ll see him getting tons of reps on 
both Trocheck and Staal’s lines. As much as I have loved the Nino 
Niederreiter-Trocheck-Necas combination, Niederreiter never gets 
enough credit for being tough to play against. It might make the most 
sense to put Kotkaniemi next to Trocheck and Necas for a skill line and 
slot Niederreiter in next to Staal and Jesper Fast for a checking line. 

But then we put our Rod “first line Brock McGinn, third line Svechnikov” 
Brind’Amour hats on and remember that sometimes Brind’Amour favors 
depth throughout the lineup with weapons dispersed over typical skill or 
checking lines. It’ll be interesting to see how Kotkaniemi jells with the 
second and third lines and what the coaching staff decides to do about it. 

I shouldn’t totally rule out a Team Finland first line, either, but I do think 
this is a big year for Svechnikov and he’s put in the work to deserve the 
best opportunity for success. 

Did the team get worse or better? 

Of course, it will be impossible to answer this question until about one 
month or so after the real action starts (or American Thanksgiving, if 
you’re into that). But we will get a first look at how a team full of new 
faces jells together during camp. 

Will they find some motivation in that chip-on-the-shoulder philosophy 
that took a Cinderella team to the Eastern Conference finals in 2019? 
Enough people are rooting against them to warrant that attitude after an 
offseason widely regarded as bizarre at best. 

Will the young core come back refined and wise enough to render losses 
like Hamilton and Alex Nedeljkovic moot? 

Or will the abundance of offseason changes made to a team that hasn’t 
missed the playoffs in three years blow up in its face? 
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The Athletic / The NHL’s 10 best breakout candidates for 2021-22 

 

By Harman Dayal Sep 22, 2021  

 

Every NHL season marks an opportunity for new stars to shine. 

Sometimes it’s an unheralded depth contributor like Carter Verhaeghe or 
William Karlsson in 2017-18 that’s gifted with opportunity on a new team 
and emerges as a core piece seemingly out of nowhere. Other times it 
can be an already established talent like Jakob Chychrun or Adam Fox 
that opens the hockey world’s eyes by elevating into an elite force. 

Sometimes these breakouts are difficult to predict. Other times you can 
see them coming. 

The goal of today’s piece is to scan around the league in search of 
hockey’s next breakout players. This could be a bottom-six forward or 
bottom pair defenceman that moves up the lineup and becomes a crucial 
cog for his team’s success or it could be a high profile young gun that 
explodes closer to their ceiling. In either case, it’s about targeting 
substantial year-over-year improvement. 

Here are some of the important attributes I looked for in potential 
candidates. 

A bigger role/increased ice-time (look no further than Vegas’ inaugural 
season and how many breakouts they produced) 

An opportunity to play with an elite linemate or two 

Age-related growth potential 

Underlying indicators that suggest the player is capable of producing 
more (e.g. strong play-driving numbers or microstats like zone entries 
and shot assists) 

To make this a little more interesting, we’re going to exclude rookies as 
well as second-year players under the age of 25. This eliminates the likes 
of Alexis Lafrenière and Tim Stützle so that our list isn’t entirely filled with 
former lottery picks. 

Without further ado, let’s get into our top 10, listed in no particular order. 

Jack Hughes, C, New Jersey Devils 

Expectations for Jack Hughes were sky-high after the hockey world 
watched preceding No. 1 picks electrify from the start. Rasmus Dahlin 
(2018) had scored the second-most points of an 18-year-old defenceman 
in NHL history, Auston Matthews (2016) scored 40 goals as a rookie and 
Connor McDavid (2015) was… well Connor McDavid from day one. And 
while Nico Hischier (2017) was sandwiched in between with a more 
modest rookie campaign, he too managed an impressive 20 goals and 
52 points in year one. 

Hughes, on the other hand, struggled mightily as a rookie; registering just 
21 points in 61 games with the Devils getting outscored 33-17 during his 
five-on-five minutes. He turned it around in his sophomore season where 
he managed 31 points in 56 games, but he’s still yet to emerge as a 
game breaker. 
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That should change this year — it wouldn’t be surprising to see him 
explode and flirt with the point-per-game mark. 

The bottom line results in the points column may not be there for Hughes 
quite yet but almost every other element of his game looks extremely 
encouraging. He’s dominating possession, creating scoring chances and 
driving the bus for his line. Physically, he’s put on a lot of muscle — he’s 
not the slight rookie that was easily pushed off the puck anymore. 
Hughes led the Devils in virtually every play-driving category, helping an 
otherwise weak team control 54 percent of five-on-five shot attempts and 
nearly 56 percent of five-on-five scoring chances. 

Specifically, he’s already emerged as one of the NHL’s best offensive 
zone entry creators. According to the InStat data shared by JFresh, 
Hughes was behind only Mathew Barzal in terms of the rate at which he 
engineered successful entries last season. 

WHICH FORWARDS ENTERED THE OFFENSIVE ZONE WITH THE 
PUCK THE MOST IN THE 2020-21 SEASON? 
PIC.TWITTER.COM/MRDLYZNNGW 

— JFRESH (@JFRESHHOCKEY) SEPTEMBER 8, 2021 

Hughes has so much creative skill that he’ll eventually convert more of 
these plays into points, even if he never finds an elite sniper to pass the 
puck to. The power play is another area where he could stand to produce 
more, an endeavor that should be aided by Dougie Hamilton’s addition. 

Strong underlying numbers and transitional microstats are often a 
precursor to breakouts. Just ask Kevin Fiala who fell into this category for 
years before finally putting it all together in 2019-20 with 54 points in 64 
games. 

Jakub Vrana, LW, Detroit Red Wings 

There are pros and cons to playing on a bad team from an individual 
production standpoint. Sure, there will be little help around you and the 
power-play unit you’re on probably won’t have enough weapons to score 
often but opportunities will at least be abundant. 

That last part will be welcome news for Jakub Vrana. Since the 2018-19 
season, only 12 NHL forwards have scored five-on-five points at a more 
efficient rate than the former Washington Capital. 

5v5 Points/60 Since 2018-19 

RANK   PLAYER   5V5 POINTS/60   

9 

David Pastrnak 

2.66 

10 

Patrick Kane 

2.6 

11 

Brayden Point 

2.59 

12 

Steven Stamkos 

2.59 

13 

Jakub Vrana 

2.58 

14 

Mark Stone 

2.53 

15 

Sidney Crosby 

2.52 

16 

Nathan MacKinnon 

2.52 

17 

Elias Pettersson 

2.5 

It hasn’t always led to impressive counting stats in large part because he 
was stuck behind some elite forwards in Washington. Vrana never 
averaged more than 15 minutes per game in a single season in D.C. but 
climbed to over 17 per game when he suited up for Detroit. Those extra 
minutes paid immediate dividends as Vrana notched eight goals and 11 
points in 11 games as a Red Wing. 

Vrana obviously can’t be expected to score at that torrid of a pace — he 
shot 25 percent in those 11 games — but he should thrive nonetheless 
with the opportunity to spread his wings (no pun intended). 

There’s no question that he’ll have to drive a line on his own given the 
lack of high-end support but that shouldn’t be an issue. An excellent 
skater, Vrana has consistently graded out as an upper-echelon puck 
transporter. According to Corey Sznajder’s manually tracked data, he 
ranked in the 91st percentile of NHL forwards for offensive zone entries 
with possession during his time with the Capitals. 

Viz from CJ Turtoro, data from Corey Sznajder 

Put it all together and I think you have a player that could hit the 60-65 
point mark this season if things go right. 

Ross Colton, C/W, Tampa Bay Lightning 

The band wasn’t going to be able to stick together forever. After back-to-
back Stanley Cup wins, the Tampa Bay Lightning finally had to say 
goodbye to all three members of its elite third line (Blake Coleman, Yanni 
Gourde and Barclay Goodrow). 

Those departures mean new top-nine spots are available and Ross 
Colton looks poised to be one of the worthy frontrunners. Colton was a 
reliable fourth-line contributor last season, chipping in with 13 goals and 
18 points in 53 games between the regular season and playoffs. 

The 25-year-old is a scrappy player with an endless motor and a strong 
shot. He’s not the flashy puck carrier or playmaker that others on this list 
may be but he knows his role and can be effective at both ends of the 
rink. Colton scored an impressive 2.27 points per 60 minutes at five-on-
five during the regular season and while his shooting percentage 
expectedly fell back down to Earth in the playoffs, he still managed to 
chip in with a solid 1.59 points per hour — a commendable third line rate. 
That’s in addition to solid two-way underlying numbers. 

Colton should be especially valuable to the Lightning because of his 
versatility in being able to play both wing and centre. 

I don’t expect Colton to have a huge year offensively but I believe his 
style of play should allow him to fit well as an effective, two-way third-line 
centre. 

With another young forward in Mathieu Joseph expected to skate on the 
third line, it’d make logical sense for the Lightning to shift more of the 
tougher matchups to the top-six. Behind the Brayden Point and Anthony 
Cirelli lines, Colton should be exposed to advantageous matchups that 
he can win with regularity. 

Noah Hanifin, LD, Calgary Flames 

With a large 6-foot-3, 213-pound frame, an effortless skating stride and 
above-average puck skills, Noah Hanifin has long possessed the 
attributes to be an upper-echelon defenceman. For years, Hanifin flashed 
that potential but was plagued by inconsistency, unable to put it all 
together. 

In more recent times with the Flames, he’s started to turn a corner. 
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Last year, Hanifin was fourth among Flames defenders in averaging 
20:01 per game. He and newcomer Chris Tanev were excellent together, 
controlling 54.2 percent of five-on-five shot attempts as well as a 
dominant 58.7 percent expected goal share in their joint minutes. The 
Hanifin-Tanev pair controlled the puck and was elite defensively — they 
didn’t surrender a single even-strength goal until February. 

Tanev was the stronger influence defensively, but Hanifin was sturdy in 
his own right (something that wasn’t always true in Carolina) in addition 
to being the primary puck mover of the pair. 

Now, with the departure of Mark Giordano, Hanifin will get the chance to 
seize an opportunity as Calgary’s No.1 defender on the left side. And if 
the steps he began taking last season are any indication, he’s ready for 
the challenge that lies ahead. 

In particular, Hanifin could see solid growth offensively as Giordano’s 
departure leaves the door open for him to log more power-play minutes. 
That should help him comfortably break out from the 15 points he 
managed in 47 games last year. 

Hanifin’s cemented himself as a solid second-pairing defenceman over 
the last couple of years. This season he’ll have the chance to soak up a 
lot more minutes, run a power-play and should subsequently take the 
next step as a top pairing, all-situations workhorse. 

Michael Bunting, LW, Toronto Maple Leafs 

Strapped for cap space, the Toronto Maple Leafs had to make the 
difficult decision t0 let Zach Hyman walk in free agency this summer. 
That, in addition to the Kasperi Kapanen and Andreas Johnsson trades 
during the 2020 offseason, has significantly weakened Toronto’s middle-
six depth. 

General manager Kyle Dubas is betting that the club can fill some of 
those holes by committee this season. In particular, they took low-risk 
fliers on three forwards: Nick Ritchie, Ondrej Kase and Michael Bunting. 
Any of those three could conceivably stick but Bunting seems like an 
especially probable bet to land in the top-six. 

Bunting broke through as an NHLer during the second half of last season 
and notched 10 goals and 13 points in 21 games. He was riding a 26 
percent shooting clip which will almost certainly regress but he showed 
more than just solid production in the small sample; he showed a strong 
process and fit. 

Skating as the third wheel on a line with Nick Schmaltz and Conor 
Garland, Bunting excelled as a digger who could retrieve pucks off the 
forecheck. The line was very successful toward the end of the season, 
controlling 58 percent of five-on-five shot attempts in around 100 minutes 
as a trio. That territorial dominance obviously helped Bunting garner the 
individual success that he had scoring-wise. 

Hyman’s an irreplaceable piece but Bunting can play a similar stylistic 
role as a tenacious puck retriever who does a lot of the greasy work for a 
line. And while the 25-year-old doesn’t own dynamic skill, the film of his 
goals prove that he’s willing to park himself near the blue paint where he 
can be fed for scoring chances. 

With two left wing spots in the top-six wide open, there’s a chance for 
Bunting to fit in as the third complementary piece on either the top line 
next to Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner on the second line with John 
Tavares and William Nylander. That seems like a pretty conducive 
environment for a potential breakout. 

Kaapo Kakko, RW, New York Rangers 

Speaking of substantial top-six losses that create opportunity, Pavel 
Buchnevich’s trade to the St. Louis Blues should open doors for Kaapo 
Kakko on the right-wing. That could be perfect timing for the 2019 No.2 
pick on the heels of a sophomore season that displayed more promise. 

Kakko’s counting stats may look nearly identical to his rookie campaign 
but the difference in his play beneath the hood is night and day. As a 
rookie, the big Finnish forward profiled as one of the NHL’s worst two-
way forwards. Kakko’s line was seemingly always chasing the puck in 
their own end, which led to them getting outscored by an ugly 40-16 
margin at five-on-five. This season, his five-on-five shot attempt and 
expected goal differentials led all Rangers skaters. 

Kaapo Kakko's 5v5 Stats 

SEASON   CF%   XGF%   GF   GA   

Sophomore 

54.2% 

55.8% 

24 

19 

Rookie 

43.6% 

39.0% 

16 

40 

It can’t be overstated how dramatic Kakko’s two-way progress was. The 
improvement, unfortunately, didn’t translate in terms of individual points 
but it did carry over on the scoresheet where New York outscored 
opponents by five goals with him on the ice. That’s a far cry from being 
24 goals in the red like he was in year one. 

Part of the reason Kakko didn’t breakout offensively was that the team 
shot just 7.3 percent when he was on the ice at five-on-five. 

Heading into this season, the 20-year-old could get a crack as the third 
wheel on a line with Artemi Panarin and Ryan Strome. The trio 
dominated possession and outscored opponents 9-6 during their minutes 
together so it’s a combination worth experimenting with again. 

The process of Kakko’s game improved tremendously last season. With 
better finishing and a potentially substantial boost in linemate quality, that 
hard work should show up more prominently in the boxcar stats. 

Kirby Dach, C, Chicago Blackhawks 

Playing with elite wingers can provide a tremendous boost for centres. 
Look no further than the aforementioned Strome: he went from not being 
able to crack 40 points in three consecutive seasons to scoring 108 
points in 126 games the last two years thanks to the arrival of Artemi 
Panarin. 

Blackhawks centre Kirby Dach could see himself with a similarly cushy 
gig between Alex DeBrincat and Patrick Kane. Dach was sidelined for 
most of last season due to a wrist injury suffered at the World Juniors. He 
returns with high expectations, however, thanks to his lofty draft slot and 
the potential he flashed in the bubble playoffs in 2020. Chicago’s going to 
thrust him into a top-six role and provide with him all the support 
necessary to succeed. 

Dach is a long, rangy centre that should benefit tremendously from being 
able to feed passes to DeBrincat and Kane. The underlying numbers 
would suggest that he’s struggled from a two-way perspective to some 
extent in his early career but that’s not surprising considering how young 
he is. 

With a chance to come to training camp fully healthy, Dach will get every 
opportunity to breakout. It’s what they’ll in fact need from him if they want 
to make any kind of serious push for the playoffs. 

Vince Dunn, LD, Seattle Kraken 

Ah, the classic analytics darling buried on a third pair. That’s been the 
Vince Dunn story for years, with the exception of last year where he 
struggled all around. 

It’s always tough to say whether a player in Dunn’s shoes is the real deal 
or not until they’re given an opportunity up the lineup. In some cases, 
there’s a hidden gem like MacKenzie Weegar. In others, like with Colin 
Miller, the player simply can’t take the step when asked to do more. You 
really don’t know until you try them out in the top four. 

Next season will reveal which category Dunn falls into. To this point, the 
24-year-old has crushed every assignment that’s been asked of him 
(again, with the exception of last year). Dunn routinely posted dominant 
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possession numbers and it translated on the scoreboard, with the Blues 
outscoring opponents by 27 goals with Dunn on the ice at five-on-five 
over the last three years. 

Stylistically, Dunn is a skilled puck mover who drives the majority of his 
value in transition. He can make quick plays to lead breakouts, likes to 
jump up in the rush and can drive plenty of offence from the blueline. 

Viz from CJ Turtoro, data from Corey Sznajer 

Dunn, unfortunately, couldn’t climb higher up the lineup as he never quite 
gained head coach Craig Berube’s defensive trust. 

In Seattle, the left-handed defender will get the chance to log significant 
top-four minutes, presumably next to a defensively oriented partner like 
Adam Larsson or Jamie Oleksiak. It’s now or never for Dunn to prove 
that he can be a genuine top-four calibre player. 

Noah Dobson, RD, New York Islanders 

I’ve been very fond of Noah Dobson’s game going back to his junior days 
in the QMJHL. He might not possess elite, standout attributes but the 
right-shot defender has a rare combination of size, skating and 
intelligence that could make him an all-around force one day. 

Like most young defencemen, Dobson was heavily sheltered on a 
veteran Islanders team in his rookie campaign. He took a modest step 
last season as a sophomore, scaling up to nearly 16 and a half minutes 
per game. During these two seasons, Dobson’s usage adjusted two-way 
impact has been roughly neutral which I think is a good sign for a 
defender as young as him. 

Heading into year three, with a playoff run under his belt, he looks poised 
for more rope. The timing for that is perfect because the Nick Leddy trade 
left a hole on the blue line that hasn’t really been replaced. Even as a 
righty, Dobson will absorb some of those minutes. Zdeno Chara, 44, and 
Andy Greene, 38, will likely need to play prescribed minutes on the 
backend which should open the door for the 2018 first-round pick to 
embrace a bigger role. 

Dobson should log more minutes at even strength, man the power-play 
more regularly and ultimately move closer to being a top-four 
defenceman. It may not translate to big point totals but a considerable 
step forward along those lines could be a boon for the Islanders. 

Jared McCann, C/W, Seattle Kraken 

This one is less so about a statistical breakout and more about a 
perception one. Numbers-wise, Jared McCann’s already took a nice step 
last season by notching 32 points in 43 games and the on-ice shooting 
percentage in fact hints at possible regression. But frankly, last season’s 
solid production doesn’t really align with the common discourse around 
him as a player. Traded three times already in his young NHL career, 
McCann’s been criticized for being streaky, less effective down the 
middle compared to the wing and has ultimately always shuffled up and 
down the lineup. Some also believe that his production is inextricably tied 
to Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin. 

He’s yet to really establish himself as a core player despite what the 
numbers say. That was clearly evident with how Pittsburgh, who opted to 
prioritize protecting Teddy Blueger, decided against protecting McCann. 

Moving to Seattle will give McCann an opportunity to establish himself as 
a top-six fixture and remove the asterisk next to his name. The 25-year-
old has an explosive shot that should feature nicely on the top power-
play unit and with Gourde out to start the season, he’ll probably also earn 
an opportunity down the middle. And if he produces, it’ll be evidence that 
he wasn’t necessarily just riding the coattails of Pittsburgh’s stars. 
Moreover, he quietly possesses a strong two-way profile that reflects well 
on his play-driving ability. 

With a strong showing this season, McCann can prove that his 
production is repeatable, that he can excel at centre, and that he doesn’t 
need to play next to elite talent to produce. Time will tell if he’s up for the 
challenge. 

Honorable mentions 

Mathieu Joseph, RW, Tampa Bay Lightning: Wing speedster should earn 
a top-nine opportunity with some of Tampa’s offseason losses. He has a 
history of scoring at an efficient rate, could blossom with more minutes. 

Troy Terry, RW, Anaheim Ducks: Clicked well with Trevor Zegras down 
the stretch. He may earn that excellent opportunity again given how weak 
Anaheim is on the right wing. 

Filip Zadina, RW, Detroit Red Wings: Improving slow and steady, Zadina 
should get a bigger top-six opportunity this year. Breaking out may 
depend on Dylan Larkin’s health and how he fares upon return. 

Henri Jokiharju, RD, Buffalo Sabres: Rasmus Ristolainen’s trade leaves 
the right side of the defence wide open, meaning Jokiharju should step 
into a top-pair role. He fared well with Rasmus Dahlin down the stretch 
last season. 

Casey Mittelstadt, C, Buffalo Sabres: Sam Reinhart’s departure coupled 
with a presumed Jack Eichel trade should create a top-six opportunity for 
Casey Mittelstadt. 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: The Bizarro-meter’s Western 
Conference offseason rankings 

 

By Sean McIndoe Sep 22, 2021  

 

With camps opening around the league this week, we can officially 
declare the offseason over. And longtime readers know what that means: 
It’s time to fire up the trusty Bizarro-meter and go through all 32 teams to 
see who had the strangest summer. 

To be clear, we’re looking at which NHL teams’ offseason were the 
weirdest. That doesn’t necessarily mean the busiest, and it certainly 
doesn’t mean the best or worst. We want the team that made us go 
“Wait, what?”, preferably more than once. That could mean a trade, a 
signing, a coaching or front office change or even doing nothing at all 
when everyone assumed that they would. 

We start the clock on the offseason as soon as a team is eliminated from 
the playoffs, so some teams have more runway to work with than others. 
We’ll go division by division, working our way up from the teams that 
basically followed the consensus expectations to the ones that went way 
off the board. 

Today, we start with the Western Conference, with the East on deck for 
tomorrow. Let’s get weird. 

Pacific Division 

Los Angeles Kings 

The offseason so far: They landed Phillip Danault as a UFA, traded for 
Viktor Arvidsson and signed Alex Edler. And they did it without really 
losing anyone. 

But their strangest story was: Not trading for Jack Eichel or any other 
elite difference-makers. Stupid patient rebuilds, we want fireworks now. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.4/10. The Kings are making slow and steady 
progress, which might even be enough in the Pacific. 

Anaheim Ducks 

The offseason so far: Yeah, about that. Put it this way, Dom’s review of 
their offseason work was 25 words long, and five of those words were 
“Not much to see here.” 

But their strangest story was: It felt like Dallas Eakins and Bob Murray 
were on the hot seat all year, but then the offseason arrived and the 
status quo remained in place. 
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Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.8/10. The team did make changes with Eakins’ 
assistants, which is often the sign of a head coach on his very last 
chance, but for the most part, the theme of the offseason was staying the 
course. Maybe it’s the right call, although the fans sure don’t seem to 
think so. 

Calgary Flames 

The offseason so far: They lost their captain Mark Giordano to the 
Kraken and replaced some of those minutes with Nikita Zadorov. Blake 
Coleman got a big deal but will help. Other than that, it’s been quiet. 

But their strangest story was: Too quiet, given how much talk there was 
of big changes coming to Calgary. Sure, a lot of that was the usual 
offseason hot stove talk, which rarely pays off in moves that match the 
hype. But the Flames have been spinning their wheels for a few years 
now, and it felt like Brad Treliving was under some pressure to find a new 
mix. Instead, it’s another year of Johnny Gaudreau, Sean Monahan, 
Matthew Tkachuk and the rest. Maybe the last one. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.3/10. Having Giordano be just about the only 
major name the Kraken went after doesn’t help. 

Edmonton Oilers 

The offseason so far: It was another busy offseason in Edmonton, 
highlighted by a big UFA deal for Zach Hyman and some smaller 
additions like Warren Foegele, Derek Ryan, and of course, Cody Ceci. 
But they lost Ethan Bear in the Foegele trade and seemed mildly 
surprised that Adam Larsson walked in free agency. The one spot where 
they didn’t see much change was in goal, where they committed to two 
more years of Mike Smith. 

But their strangest story was: The Duncan Keith trade. I liked the idea of 
adding Keith; teams tend to overpay for experience and “rings in the 
room” but if you’re going to bring in a veteran with a winning pedigree 
then make it a guy who’s been a star. Connor McDavid and Leon 
Draisaitl will learn more from a guy who knows what it’s like to be one of 
the best players on a Cup winner than they would from a fourth-liner who 
rode coattails to a ring. Still, the Oilers seemed to have all the leverage in 
the world and still ended up giving up decent assets and taking on Keith’s 
full cap hit. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.4/10. An underrated aspect of the Keith deal is 
the confusing but potentially lucrative scenario where he retires after one 
year and the Oilers actually get a big cap credit for next season. 

San Jose Sharks 

The offseason so far: They didn’t do much beyond adding depth up front 
in Nick Bonino and Andrew Cogliano and buying out Martin Jones, who 
gives way to James Reimer. Maybe more importantly, there’s been no 
progress on a Tomas Hertl extension, and it seems like he may be eying 
the door. 

But their strangest story was: The ongoing Evander Kane saga, which 
will have repercussions for the team both in terms of his availability and 
his impact on the dressing room. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.2/10. The Kane thing is a mess and we need to 
see how it all plays out. The NHL has said they want their investigation 
wrapped before the season. 

Vancouver Canucks 

The offseason so far: Jim Benning was certainly busy. That included 
some good, like dumping a ton of cap space in the short term, and 
adding a good young piece in Conor Garland. But it also cost them a top-
10 pick, they had to move Nate Schmidt, and we’re still waiting to see 
how he spends that cap room on extensions for Elias Pettersson and 
Quinn Hughes. They also bought out Braden Holtby and Jake Virtanen, 
one of which was a mild surprise. 

But their strangest story was: Trading for Oliver Ekman-Larsson and the 
six years left on his awful contract. The Coyotes are covering a bit of that 
and maybe the change of scenery helps, but the Canucks are still on the 
hook for over $7 million in AAV to a player who just turned 30 and hasn’t 
been a Norris-caliber guy in a long time, if ever. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.1/10. The reviews were, to put it kindly, mixed. 
You hate to say it, but that Ekman-Larsson trade feels like a classic case 
of a GM saying “I’ll either look smart for a year or two, or it will all be 
somebody else’s problem.” 

Vegas Golden Knights 

The offseason so far: After another disappointing end to a playoff run, the 
Golden Knights did what we all expected and cleared the cap room to 
land an impact forward in (checks notes) Evgenii Dadonov. Huh. 

But their strangest story was: It’s obviously the Marc-Andre Fleury trade, 
one that saw them ship their reigning Vezina winner and most popular 
player out for nothing in return except cap space, despite the owner 
appearing to have assured him they wouldn’t do that. The NHL is a 
business, and sometimes a ruthless one, but a lot of us kind of expected 
a bigger shoe to drop after this deal and it never did. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.2/10. Everyone remember to come back and 
laugh at me when they trade for Jack Eichel during the season. 

Seattle Kraken 

The offseason so far: (Gestures at entire roster.) This. They did all of this. 

But their strangest story was: That “all of this” included virtually nothing in 
terms of expansion draft trades. They didn’t make a single deal leading 
up to the draft, and only one in the immediate aftermath, which basically 
flipped the script on what Vegas had done four years ago. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.8/10. Granted, maybe that Golden Knights’ 
debut set some unrealistic expectations, but it’s not just them — virtually 
every expansion team of the modern era has made a bunch of trades in 
the leadup to the draft. Ron Francis basically chose not to do anything or 
had the rest of the league make that choice for him. Either way, it was 
weird. 

Central Division 

Winnipeg Jets 

The offseason so far: The focus was on last year’s weak spot, as the Jets 
overhauled the blue line by trading picks for Nate Schmidt and Brenden 
Dillon while saying goodbye to Derek Forbort and Tucker Poolman. They 
also kept Dylan DeMelo despite exposing him to Seattle, losing Mason 
Appleton instead. 

But their strangest story was: I’m not sure there was one. The Jets 
weren’t quiet, but they didn’t make any major headlines. Instead, they 
identified a problem and worked around their cap constraints to fix it as 
best they could. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 2.5/10. Solid work and the reviews were positive. 

Dallas Stars 

The offseason so far: If you’re not a Stars fan, they may be the team that 
had the most “Oh yeah, I guess they did get that guy” offseason in the 
league. They added veterans Ryan Suter and Braden Holtby and 
became the new home of the Glendening Line. 

But their strangest story was: Suter is a good fit and comes at a 
reasonable cap hit of $3.65 million, but giving four years to a 36-year-old 
always carries some risk. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 4.2/10. Dom didn’t love a few of their moves, 
calling their offseason “so strange” but by bizarro-meter standards, they 
didn’t do anything especially crazy. 

Nashville Predators 

The offseason so far: It was a summer of transition. Pekka Rinne retired 
and Juuse Saros got a big contract as the new undisputed starter, they 
left Matt Duchene and Ryan Johansen exposed to Seattle (but lost Calle 
Jarnkrok instead) and shipped out Viktor Arvidsson and Ryan Ellis for 
futures. Are the Predators officially rebuilding? It doesn’t quite feel that 
way, but it’s close. 

But their strangest story was: Re-signing Mikael Granlund a few hours 
into free agency, if only because reports had circulated that morning that 
he was definitely gone. 
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Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.0/10. It feels like David Poile wanted to do more, 
and maybe the score would be higher if he had. 

Arizona Coyotes 

The offseason so far: If there was any doubt before, the offseason 
signalled that the full-scale rebuild has arrived in Arizona. In addition to 
hiring a rookie coach in Andre Tourigny (not to mention John Ferguson 
Jr. as assistant GM), a team that already didn’t have enough talent to 
push for a playoff spot unloaded Oliver Ekman-Larsson, Conor Garland, 
Christian Dvorak and both goaltenders, among other departures. They 
added some valuable draft capital and cleared cap space, and they’ve 
rolled the dice on a reclamation project in Shayne Gostisbehere that 
could pay off, so it all added up to some reasonably tidy work by Bill 
Armstrong. But man, they look like they’re going to be bad this year. 

But their strangest story was: Despite years of rumors, it was weird to 
see the Coyotes finally pull the trigger on an Ekman-Larsson trade. They 
didn’t get as much for him as they would have a season or two ago, but 
given how his value has dropped they did pretty well. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.1/10. I’m subtracting a point because the 
Coyotes are having arena problems, which at this point is just about the 
least bizarre thing they could possibly do. 

St. Louis Blues 

The offseason so far: They were stung by Seattle, losing Vince Dunn and 
Jaden Schwartz to the Kraken while also saying goodbye to Mike 
Hoffman. But they made up for some of that by signing Brandon Saad 
and getting Pavel Buchnevich from the Rangers at a discount. 

But their strangest story was: Not trading Vladimir Tarasenko … yet. We 
all kind of assumed that would be done by now, and the Blues still 
certainly seem to want to move in that direction, but so far there have 
been no takers. That will surely change once he shows up for camp in 
the best shape of his life. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.1/10. The Blues are one of a few teams that 
could get an “incomplete” on their offseason, but we don’t do that here. 
Instead, let’s give them a middling grade and say we’re waiting for the 
other shoe to drop. 

Colorado Avalanche 

The offseason so far: The Avs went into the offseason with three key 
players to re-sign, and they got two of them done. Cale Makar was 
locked in for six years at a $9 million cap hit that already feels like a 
bargain, while captain Gabriel Landeskog waited until the eve of free 
agency to sign an eight-year deal with a $7 million AAV. To clear cap 
space, Colorado had to trade Ryan Graves and let Brandon Saad walk. 

But their strangest story was: Not getting that third key extension done, 
as starting goalie Philipp Grubauer made it to the UFA market and then 
signed with Seattle. The Avalanche quickly filled their starter slot, they 
hope, by trading for Darcy Kuemper. 

Also, we found out that Nathan MacKinnon might be kind of a weirdo. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.5/10. The Avs are a very good team, and in 
today’s NHL that should mean losing players to cap constraints. Maybe 
we shouldn’t be surprised to see them lose one key piece (and almost 
two), but not many Cup contenders find themselves scrambling for 
goalies in July the way Joe Sakic was. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

The offseason so far: They rebuilt their blue line, added Tyler Johnson, 
traded franchise legend Duncan Keith without retaining any salary, 
traded for Seth Jones and then gave him an absolutely massive and 
“potentially disastrous” contract extension, and then added the reigning 
Vezina winner. 

But their strangest story was: It would have to be the Marc-Andre Fleury 
deal, a mini-drama that saw them land the future Hall of Famer for 
basically nothing in return and then have to wait and see if he’d hang up 
his skates rather than report. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 8.5/10. We haven’t even touched on the ongoing 
revelations about an alleged sex-abuse coverup, a story that isn’t going 
away no matter how much the team and league seem to wish it would. 

While we’re focusing on roster moves and transactions here, the Hawks 
offseason was undeniably clouded by the juxtaposition of Stan Bowman 
making aggressive moves against the background of a scandal that calls 
into question whether he should even have a job. 

Minnesota Wild 

The offseason so far: They made some changes, especially on the blue 
line, and were able to keep Matt Dumba away from the Kraken after all. 
But the big item on Bill Guerin’s to-do list was a new contract for Kirill 
Kaprizov, and we got word last night that the deal is done. The price was 
high, though, at an unprecedented $45 million over five years for a player 
with less than one full season of experience. 

But their strangest story was: The big-money buyouts for Zach Parise, 
which was somewhat expected, and Ryan Suter, which was not. Even 
months later, it’s still hard to get your head around the Suter decision, 
and the team will be feeling the cap repercussions for years to come. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 8.6/10. Making matters worse, the Suter and 
Parise buyouts basically only offer cap relief for this coming season, and 
the Wild didn’t do all that much with it as far as adding new players. We’ll 
see how it works out, but if there’s a master plan here, it’s hard to find it. 
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Sportsnet.ca / For Oilers, Archibald’s selfish anti-vaccine stance is not 
worth the risk 

How players' vaccine status could derail the Oilers' season 

Mark Spector joins Sportsnet Central to discuss Duncan Keith and Josh 
Archibald's vaccine status and how it may affect the Edmonton Oilers 
during the regular season. 

 

Mark Spector September 22, 2021, 10:22 PM 

 

EDMONTON — One is a player who opted to honour his commitment to 
his new team in Edmonton. The other, just another selfish anti-vaxxer 
who is betting on himself, somewhat foolishly. 

One is a player the general manager staked his reputation on, with much 
pedigree and a handful of Stanley Cup rings. A guy who came to town 
billed as a leader, and then backed it up when he rolled up his sleeve 
despite obvious misgivings about being vaccinated. 

Sure, Duncan Keith should have gotten vaccinated a month sooner. But 
give him some credit for putting the team — society and the Oilers — 
ahead of himself. Even if he waited until the 11th hour to do it. 

Then there is depth winger Josh Archibald, who will be replaced by 
Game 1 of the regular season if he doesn’t give his head a shake. He is 
from that young, conspiracy-oriented demographic that has been 
suckered in by far-right disinformation, and tweets about idiocy like “the 
plandemic.” 

“I’m happy that he’s going to be part of our team this year, fully 
vaccinated,” Oilers general manager Ken Holland said of Keith, a player 
Holland had seriously dug in on to convince him to get vaccinated. Mike 
Smith took some work, too, we are told, but now both are vaccinated and 
ready to do what they were brought in to accomplish. 

The other player is more selfish than that. 

Archibald is a nice, fourth-line penalty killer in a normal season. He’ll get 
you 10 goals a year. But for this, the third COVID-affected NHL 
campaign, an unvaccinated Archibald just isn’t worth it. 

Holland and head coach Dave Tippett sat down with Archibald on 
Tuesday and spelled out how many games he would miss and what it 
would mean to be Canada’s only unvaccinated NHL player. It would cost 
him up to 40 per cent of his $1.5 million salary. Maybe more. 
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Now Holland sits, and hopes that Archibald changes his mind before the 
GM has to send him to AHL Bakersfield. He is virtually untradeable, as 
Archibald could not play games in Canada for a U.S.-based team, and 
poses a risk that no fourth-liner can justify. 

“There are a team or two out there that have made the decision that 
unvaccinated players are not welcome at training camp. I have not made 
that decision as of this time,” Holland said on Wednesday. “I think the 
player is going through the process to decide. It’s a difficult decision. I’ll 
give [Archibald] the appropriate time, and I’ll see where I’m at in a week, 
10 days from now. We’ll see.” 

Editor's note: With overwhelming consistency, research has shown 
vaccinations against COVID-19 are safe and effective. Residents of 
Alberta who are looking to learn more about vaccines can find up-to-date 
information here. Further details on COVID-19 and the country's 
pandemic response are available on Canada's public health website. 

In a strange twist of fate, Keith — who received his vaccination in the 
United States only this week — is in quarantine until next Friday, while 
the unvaccinated Archibald is undergoing daily testing while attending 
Edmonton Oilers training camp. 

But here’s the reality of all this: A Canadian team simply can not have an 
unvaccinated player on its roster. 

By Holland’s math, an unvaccinated player who must serve a 14-day 
quarantine every time he comes over the U.S. border and into Canada, 
would miss “30-plus games” this season. He’d also miss a ton of practice 
time, and would lose one-200th of his pay for every day missed due to 
the federally mandated quarantine. 

It would be impossible to hold his place on an NHL roster. 

“After you quarantine for 14 days, if we’re playing well you’re not just 
taking someone out to put that person in,” Holland said. “The number of 
times we cross the border, it’s going to be very difficult.” 

Had Keith and Smith not relented, the Oilers’ season would have been 
derailed. 

Related reading: Edmonton Oilers goaltender Alex Stalock contracted 
COVID-19 before the shortened 56-game season. Now, the 34-year-old 
is likely going to miss the 2021-22 season due to a heart condition. 

Now that Holland has his starting goalie and No. 3 defenceman in the 
fold, why on earth would you want an unvaccinated, 13:33-minutes per 
game player flying on the same charter and inhabiting the same dressing 
rooms as Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl? 

Between the peer pressure, the risk of lost salary, and the ridiculous 
nature of his stance, I expect Archibald to relent and get the jab. Let’s 
face it: It’s a business, and there is no moral high ground in sport. 

“In July I heard talk that there were 80, 90 unvaccinated players,” Holland 
recounted. “We had a Board of Governors meeting (Tuesday), and Bill 
Daly said we’ll be in single digits of players unvaccinated going into the 
season. So, basically, 70, 80, 90 players eventually made the decision to 
get vaccinated.” 

Some because they didn’t want to lose the salary, and some because 
they put their team and others before themselves. 

There is one player left on a Canadian team who puts himself before 
everything else, and his name is Josh Archibald. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With no obvious choice, Flames should take time to decide 
on next captain 

Calgary Flames GM Brad Treliving says we're all as frustrated as the 
fans about the team not reaching their full potential last season, but says 
he believes in these players, and it's up to them to get the job done. 

 

Eric Francis September 23, 2021, 12:25 AM 

 

During a recent visit to the Hockey Hall of Fame, it was evident the 
curators had work to do on the Calgary Flames’ exhibit. 

Pictured front and centre, with the captain’s ‘C’ prominently displayed 
high on his chest, was Mark Giordano. 

Given Giordano’s departure to Seattle, officials will likely replace the 
photo with Johnny Gaudreau or mouthpiece-mangling Matthew Tkachuk. 

A much tougher debate revolves around who will be the Flames’ next 
captain. 

“Darryl and I have talked a lot about it,” said Flames GM Brad Treliving, 
as his players opened camp with fitness testing Wednesday. “There 
won’t be any announcements today. There won’t be any announcements 
tomorrow. We’re going to let this thing sort of play out. I think it’s a really 
big, important decision, and it has certainly got to come organically. I 
don’t think you force it for the sake of forcing it.” 

That’s why the Flames should take the better part of a year to figure this 
out – not because this team lacks leadership, but because naming a 
captain should always be an obvious decision. 

It certainly was when the last three captains were named – Craig Conroy, 
Jarome Iginla and Giordano. 

Prior to that, the Flames captains mirrored just how directionless the 
organization was following the departure of Theo Fleury, with a five-year 
window between 1997 and 2002 that saw Todd Simpson, Steve Smith, 
Dave Lowry and Bob Boughner take turns wearing the game’s most 
coveted letter. 

Back in 1990-91 the Flames played a full year without a designated 
captain, buying time before anointing Joe Nieuwendyk their official 
leader. 

There is currently no consensus inside the organization as to who is most 
deserving of being the next captain. 

Let the season play out with the captaincy dangling as a carrot. 

For several years, any mention of Tkachuk generally included the 
understanding he would be the team’s future captain. 

But given the uncertainty surrounding whether the team will be able to 
extend his future in Calgary beyond next season, such talk has tapered. 

For now. 

Why Treliving expects Flames to bounce back and return to the playoffs 

Treliving seems to agree that sometimes it’s best to just let things evolve, 
instead of forcing a decision that doesn’t have to be made. 

“I don’t think you name a captain just so that you check a box and you 
say you have that stroked off the list,” said Treliving, who said last week 
Sutter would be speaking with players throughout camp to get their 
feedback. 

“I think that’s something that has to play itself out over camp and we will 
see where we are over the coming days.” 

So, who could finish training camp with a splashy press conference, 
anointing them the team’s 15th captain? 

Let’s examine the top candidates: 

CHRIS TANEV 

There was plenty of debate over whether he or Giordano was the team’s 
best defenceman last season, which instantly bolstered his stock as 
leader and captain material upon his arrival from Vancouver. 

At 31, he’s got the experience and demeanor to be the face of the 
franchise – a face so brilliantly bereft of teeth it is now depicted on the 
mask of Flames goalie Jacob Markstrom. 

On a defensive-minded team, it wouldn’t be crazy to think the team’s 
most experienced and best defenceman could be Sutter’s go-to guy. 
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Sutter would also like the fact Tanev is not a big talker, keeping most of 
his media availabilities brief and to the point. 

If Sutter feels the need to name a captain this year, he’s the early 
favourite. 

ODDS: 3-1 

ELIAS LINDHOLM 

The team’s best overall player is almost always in the mix for captaincy 
consideration, and the 26-year-old Swede is no exception. 

He proved proficient as the team’s top centre last season, spearheading 
power-play and penalty-killing units while also providing a sound 
defensive game Sutter cherishes. 

Respected and liked by his teammates, he’s also on the relatively quiet 
side both in the room and with the media. 

That said, he’s always available following a win or loss, never shirks 
responsibilities and has a long, bright future ahead of him, which includes 
three more years locked up as a Flame. 

ODDS: 5-1 
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Sportsnet.ca / 7 things we learned as Maple Leafs training camp opens: 
Are jobs on the line? 

 

Luke Fox September 22, 2021, 3:19 PM 

 

TORONTO – The first day of training camp isn’t supposed to feel this 
way. 

The conversation around a hockey team with a 0-0-0 record should be 
about how much muscle the 20-year-old prospect sniper packed on. Or 
how its superstars are fit and fresh and pumped to take a run at the title. 
Or how the awesome the new acquisitions look. Think of all the replica 
sweaters they'll sell! 

Yet the main talking points as the Toronto Maple Leafs officially 
reopened their doors to cameras and microphones for the first time since 
their most bitter, dramatic and unique playoff collapse ushered in little of 
the usual September optimism. 

One would be hard-pressed to highlight, say, the Nick Ritchie tire-
pumping from all the discussion about digesting defeat, fixing a busted 
power play, handling trade rumours, and walking important players to 
free agency. 

Even though they haven’t lost a single game this season, both general 
manager Kyle Dubas and head coach Sheldon Keefe were asked point-
blank if they worried about their own jobs twisting in the wind. 

“It is a question I can’t really answer. It is something that I really don’t 
worry about. The only thing I worry about every day is being the best I 
can in managing this team for our staff and our players. If we all work 
together throughout this year and are at our best throughout the year, 
none of that will be a concern,” Dubas responded. 

He’s used to this tone of questioning by now. 

"I know it's cliché, but [external pressure] is nothing compared to the 
pressure I put on myself. It's a great privilege to play in this market. For 
me personally, it's just doing the best job I can for the people I work for,” 
Dubas explained, calmly. 

“I believe in the group in the room deeply. It is easy to say you believe in 
something when it is at the beginning, and it is relatively easy and 
everyone is very optimistic, but true belief is tested when things get a 
little bit hard — when you struggle, fall, and need to pick yourself up and 
continue to move on. That is how I feel about the group in the room.” 

Does Dubas feel his job is on the line more this year than previous 
years? 

Here are six more takeaways from Wednesday, as we heard from the 
GM, the coach, and several members of the Maple Leafs' nucleus. 

Keefe welcomes pressure in final year of contract, rejigs responsibilities 

Head coach Sheldon Keefe has run the Leafs bench in two shortened 
campaigns and two playoff series, and yet he enters his first full 82-game 
NHL schedule without the security of a contract beyond 2021-22. 

“I don't think there's anything [new] there in terms of the demands or the 
pressure,” Keefe said. “I knew exactly what I was getting into, and I 
accept the responsibility that comes with that.” 

Keefe, 41, says his own job security is not on his mind. 

“There hasn’t been a day when I’ve thought about it,” Keefe said. “There 
also hasn’t been a day when I don’t recognize the responsibility that I 
have toward our fans, our ownership and our team.” 

The coach has no desire to hit fast-forward and immediately jump back 
into the playoffs to right last spring’s wrongs. He’s excited about the 
process of building with players through the season and expects healthy 
competition for lineup spots. 

With Dave Hakstol moving on to coach the Seattle Kraken, Keefe has 
reorganized his bench. 

New recruit Spencer Carbery will assume the lead running a star-studded 
power play that fell to 16th overall in 2021, and Dean Chynoweth will 
handle the penalty kill. 

Manny Malhotra, who oversaw the PP in 2021, will remain on the bench 
in a support role, while assistant Paul MacLean (recovering from a 
second hip surgery) will slide into an advisory position. 

Remaining Time -1:17 

Keefe focused on raising the standard, not looking to re-invent himself 

Coming off two troublesome playoff exits and with a relatively young 
support staff on his bench, Keefe will be under more scrutiny this season 
than any other in his coaching career. 

“When we've had those moments of disappointment is when I found that 
he does his very best work,” Dubas endorsed. 

Mikheyev will be ‘a big part of the team’ 

Dubas neither confirmed nor denied Elliotte Friedman’s report that winger 
Ilya Mikheyev requested a trade prior to entering his contract year. 

"Ilya is going to be on the team and is going to be a big part of the team," 
Dubas said. 

The GM suggested questions on the topic could be answered by 
Mikheyev’s agent, Dan Milstein. Milstein has yet to comment publicly on 
the matter. 

Did Keefe sense Mikheyev was dissatisfied with his role on the club last 
season? 

“Mickey’s certainly one of those guys that wants a larger role,” Keefe 
said. “That's a great thing as a coach — they're hungry for more, they're 
looking for more. 

“I believe in Mickey greatly.” 

Keefe believes if Mikheyev — who scored only seven goals in 54 games 
but killed penalties — is able to seize more minutes, it’ll only benefit the 
group. 

Cloud of quiet on contract extension talks 

Two key impending unrestricted free agents, No. 1 defenceman Morgan 
Rielly and No. 1A/B goaltender Jack Campbell, enter training camp 
without job security beyond 2021-22. 

And there is no sense that an extension for either core member is 
imminent. 
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“I think you all know how I feel about being a Leaf. But there is a 
business aspect to it,” Rielly said Wednesday, fielding several questions 
on a topic he’d rather avoid playing out publicly this year. 

“I totally understand it’s a question that's worth asking,” Rielly said. “I’m 
just going to go about my business, prepare for the season. I feel great; 
I'm ready for the season. I understand the question. I think about it, too. 
But I'm just going to go about my business.” 

Remaining Time -1:06 

Rielly doesn't want to discuss contract talks publicly 

Dubas and Rielly’s agent, J.P. Barry, will talk privately. Rielly’s approach 
is to leave the matter in his Barry’s hands. 

Said Dubas: “There are bigger situations with players in the league that 
currently don’t have contracts going into today. That's a personal matter 
for Morgan and a private one for us. You want to see where things go 
through the year with the cap." 

Campbell, a bargain at $1.65 million, said he has yet to dive into 
extension negotiations. Like Rielly, he’ll focus his energy on winning 
games and let the business side of the game follow. 

“All I can do to be the best I can be every day,” Campbell said. “When my 
agent calls me, then I pick it up, but I haven’t talked to him much.” 

31 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

Nylander not yet fully vaccinated — but he will be 

Of the eight core Maple Leafs who addressed reporters Wednesday, 
William Nylander was the only one to keep his mask on at the podium. 

Prior to fielding questions, the forward announced that he is not yet fully 
vaccinated, “due to a couple medical things I needed to care of,” but that 
he will be for Opening Night. 

Nylander said it was “a pretty easy” decision to get vaccinated so he can 
help the team achieve its goals. His status won’t affect his participation in 
camp, and he’ll be on the ice Thursday. 

Dubas has assured publicly that his roster will be 100 per cent 
vaccinated. 

Mrazek channeling some of that McElhinney magic 

Petr Mrazek did not offer Auston Matthews a Rolex or a Red Lobster 
dinner so he could continue wearing the Number 34, his sweater of 
choice in Detroit and Carolina. 

Instead, the Maple Leafs new goaltender weighed some alternatives after 
inking his three-year, $11.4-million contract this summer. 

Mrazek’s father, Karel, petitioned his son take 58 — Karel’s own birth 
year and favourite number in his own playing days. 

Petr also considered 14, to honour the late Czech star Miroslav Frycer, 
Mrazek’s first agent and a onetime Leaf. But that number hangs from the 
Scotiabank Arena rafters, topped with a KEON nameplate. (Frycer’s 
image is honoured in a vintage image painted on Mrazek’s new Leafs 
mask.) 

Ultimately it was a conversation with friend and former No. 35 Leaf goalie 
Curtis McElhinney that pushed Mrazek to settle on 35. 

Remaining Time -1:17 

Dubas and Maple Leafs still expect Matthews ready for opening night 

Injured Matthews sets sights on Opening Night 

As we reported last week, Auston Matthews (wrist) expects to play 
Opening Night. The Rocket Richard winner is back skating but will start 
training camp on the injured reserve list (alongside prospect Alex 
Steeves), limiting the rushes he’ll get alongside his new left wing 
hopefuls. 

“We caught it in the first 10 days of August, he had the surgery a few 
days later, and the expectation is that he will be ready for opening day,” 
Dubas said. 

The next step is for Matthews to get his splint off and start handling 
pucks, hopefully as soon as next week. 
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TSN.CA / Leafs core players value vote of confidence from GM Dubas 

After last season's first-round playoff failure, the Toronto Maple Leafs’ top 
players say the trust they’ve received from general manager Kyle Dubas 
heading into the 2021-22 season “is huge,” Mark Masters writes. 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
opened training camp for the 2021-22 season on Wednesday at the Ford 
Performance Centre. 

Toronto's top players appreciated the vote of confidence they received 
from general manager Kyle Dubas in the wake of last season's first-round 
playoff failure. 

"When you have the trust from management, it just builds more trust in 
our locker room and more belief that we do have the team that can 
accomplish what we want to accomplish," said winger Mitch Marner, who 
produced four assists in the seven-game setback against Montreal. 

"It starts from the top," noted William Nylander, who led the Leafs in 
scoring in the series. "Him showing that he has belief in us is huge and 
allows us to focus on what we got to do and not be worried about other 
things happening."   

Of course, there's plenty of room for growth after the Leafs blew a 3-1 
series lead against the Canadiens. The leadership group had some 
candid conversations during the summer.   

"Areas of improvement for this club, I think, a big one is our maturity in 
games, in season, holding onto leads, thriving in those situations," said 
defenceman Jake Muzzin, "and coming every day to the rink being 
prepared and being motivated to get better every day." 

"We want to just keep banging on that door until we knock it down," said 
captain John Tavares. 

Dubas reiterated on Wednesday that he has a "true belief" that the core 
has what it takes to get over the hump.  

"In terms of their growth and the things that I see day to day from them, I 
am thrilled with them," Dubas said of Auston Matthews, Marner and 
Nylander. "They are still very young and they are not close to what most 
would consider to be their peak. We need to continue to help them, push 
them, challenge them, hold them accountable and go from there. 

"The great thing I am happy about in this off-season is what I have seen 
from them in their care about the team. From the exit interviews through 
to today, their mindset is about the team more than anything else and 
what they can do to help the team on and off the ice." 

Marner embracing the pressure placed upon him this season 

Leafs forward Mitch Marner admits that last year was disappointing, but 
he and the team want to move forward, and focus on this year. When 
asked about the pressure of being a local kid playing for Toronto, Marner 
said: "You want pressure. You don't want to be playing in a place where 
nobody cares." 

--- 

Dubas, who is entering his fourth season as general manager, was 
asked if it feels like his job is on the line. 
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"It is a question I can't really answer," he said. "It is something that I 
really don't worry about ... If we all work together throughout this year and 
are at our best throughout the year, none of that will be a concern." 

Head coach Sheldon Keefe was asked the same question.  

"Those type of thoughts don't come into my mind," said Keefe, who 
pointed out this will be his first full 82-game season behind the bench. 
"These are things that are out of my control. Just like I ask the players to 
control what they can control in terms of their efforts, their habits, and 
their focus, I have to remain focused here. I have a job to do." 

The Leafs fan base is understandably restless considering the franchise 
hasn't advanced in the playoffs since 2004 and hasn't hoisted the Stanley 
Cup since 1967.  

"We don't carry the burden of 54 years — or whatever it is — with us," 
Dubas insisted. "A lot of people in that room weren't alive then, or most of 
them weren't, or all of them weren't. I don't think that resonates with 
them. What I have learned about this group in the last three-and-a-half 
months is that they care tremendously about — rather than proving a lot 
of that stuff wrong — proving themselves and what they are about right." 

Dubas updates Matthews' status, addresses reported Mikheyev trade 
request 

Leafs GM Kyle Dubas spoke to the media ahead of the Maple Leafs 
training camp, and revealed that Auston Matthews will miss the start of 
camp, but should be able to play when the season begins. Dubas also 
spoke about how the team plans on moving forward, and addressed the 
reported Ilya Mikheyev trade request. 

--- 

On the first day of training camp last year, Keefe ended his media 
session by announcing, without prompting, how the lines would look to 
start. Things aren't as clear this year.  

"I can't tell you with great certainty what the lines will look like when we 
open," Keefe said. "That's a good feeling for me, because I have a 
number of different options."  

After losing top line left winger Zach Hyman to Edmonton in free agency, 
the Leafs signed forwards Nick Ritchie, Michael Bunting, Ondrej Kase 
and David Kampf. They also invited Josh Ho-Sang and Nikita Gusev to 
camp on pro tryouts. Meanwhile, Nick Robertson is pushing for more 
playing time after a strong performance at the recent development camp 
and rookie tournament.  

"I see great depth," said Keefe. "I don't see a lot of holes there that I've 
seen at other camps."  

Snakebitten speedster Ilya Mikheyev is also aiming for a bigger role.  

"He, like a lot of others, will get opportunities through this pre-season to 
do more," Keefe confirmed. "I believe in Miky greatly. He's an extremely 
important player for us in the things that he does and if we can get him to 
add more to his game and take on more that's even better for us." 

Dubas was asked to comment on a report that the soup-loving Russian 
asked for a trade during the off-season.  

"Mikheyev is going to be on the team and a big part of the team," Dubas 
said. "We are looking forward to getting the most out of him. Any 
questions on that I would refer to [agent] Dan Milstein."  

Keefe excited for first full camp as Leafs head coach 

Sheldon Keefe says he is excited to run his first full training camp as the 
head coach of the Maple Leafs. Keefe aslo shared his thoughts on the 
battle on the left wing, Ilya Mikheyev's role with the team and more. 

--- 

Keefe has a couple new assistant coaches this season with Dean 
Chynoweth and Spencer Carbery joining the staff.  

Chynoweth, who spent the last three seasons in Carolina, will work with 
the defence and penalty kill. Dave Hakstol, who was hired to be the head 
coach in Seattle, handled those duties last season.  

Carbery, the coach of the year in the American Hockey League last 
season with Hershey, will oversee the power play, which sputtered down 
the stretch last season.  

"I met him when he worked with us at a development camp a number of 
years ago and when I was with the Marlies coaching against him in the 
American League," said Keefe. "The more you call around, you can't 
hear enough good things about the job he has done. He is a guy who has 
brought a lot to our staff." 

Manny Malhotra, who worked with the power play last season, will 
remain on the bench and assist Keefe with the forwards.  

"We have a really well-rounded staff. It has been great to work with them 
this summer with some of the protocols easing a little bit," Keefe said. 
"We have been able to work a little bit closer. This season, we have been 
together a whole lot more in the lead-up to camp. We are ready to go." 

Pre-Season 7: Leafs keeping an eye on Matthews' status, power play, 
goalie situation 

Auston Matthews has always been known as a fast starter. Coming off 
wrist surgery, his summer routine has been disrupted, but will it impact 
his start to the regular season? Mark Masters chimes in and discusses 
the need for consistency on Toronto's power play, and the evolving 
goaltending situation with Jack Campbell and Petr Mrazek. 

--- 

The longest-serving Leaf faced a barrage of questions about his future in 
Toronto.  

"I totally understand it's a question worth asking," said Morgan Rielly, 
who is entering the final year of his contract. "I mean, I think about it too 
... You all know how I feel about being a Leaf, but there is a business 
aspect to it. Being a Toronto Maple Leaf is pretty special to me and we'll 
see what the future holds."   

Some players don't like negotiations taking place during the season, but 
Rielly doesn't have a preference.  

"It's not really anything I'm going to try and control," the defenceman 
said. "I have a lot of confidence with where I'm at right now. I'm not going 
to put any rules on [agent] J.P. Barry and tell him what he can't do. I'll let 
that happen between J.P. and Kyle. I think that's the best approach for 
me." 

"That is a personal matter for Morgan and a private one for us," said 
Dubas. "Every team that is trying to contend is going to be dealing with 
those kinds of situations with the flat cap, where you have players 
coming due and you want to see where things go throughout the year 
with the cap."  

Rielly, an alternate captain, has played 572 games with the Leafs since 
being picked fifth overall by the team in 2012.  

Rielly addresses contract status: 'We'll see what the future holds' 

With his contract up at the end of the season, Leafs' defenceman Morgan 
Rielly said he doesn't want to speak about it publicly. Rielly says that he 
will just focus on playing, and admits he would like to stay with the Leafs. 

--- 

Tavares still has no memory of the scary collision with Corey Perry on 
May 20 that left him with a concussion and knee injury and forced him to 
miss the final six games of the playoff series against Montreal.  

Tavares is eager to get back into game action possibly as early as 
Saturday when the Leafs open their pre-season schedule against the 
Canadiens at Scotiabank Arena.  

"Nothing quite prepares you for what I'm going to face tomorrow [in 
practice] and then getting into a game possibly on the weekend, but I've 
been treating it like any off-season I've had in the past and everything's 
been great," Tavares said.   

A quick start is important if Tavares hopes to make Canada's Olympic 
team. How badly does he want a ticket to Beijing?  
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"Really bad," Tavares said with a smile. "It's a special thing to be a part 
of." 

Tavares won gold in Sochi in 2014, but missed the end of the tournament 
after sustaining a knee injury.  

"I would love an opportunity to play in the semi-final and gold-medal 
game," he acknowledged. "It didn't end, individually, the way I would've 
hoped."  

And Tavares is fully aware that it's likely now or never for his Olympic 
dream.   

"I'd like to think I'd have another chance in four years, but as you get 
older, historically, chances get slimmer."   

Tavares updates his injury recovery: 'I progressed really quickly' 

Leafs captain John Tavares updated his injury recovery, admitting that: "I 
don't have any memory of the incident, but I didn't have any symptoms, 
didn't have any pain, leaving the hospital. I got back to myself pretty 
quickly. I progressed really quickly." Said he was working out again pretty 
fast. Tavares also said the knee injury he did have was very minor. 

--- 

Matthews underwent surgery on his left wrist on Aug. 13 and hopes to 
have the splint taken off in the next few days.  

"I've been skating and trying to keep up with my cardio," the centre said. 
"Hopefully, I'll be handling the puck next week some time." 

Historically a fast starter, Matthews didn't seem too worried when asked if 
the surgery disrupted his ramp-up routine.  

"It was a little setback, but I was skating quite a bit in July and early 
August," the 24-year-old said. "I thought I got some really good work in, 
worked on some stuff that I wanted to work on." 

The wrist bothered Matthews most of last season and even though he'd 
like to be with his teammates to start camp, the Arizona native is happy 
that he won't have to worry about the injury moving forward.  

"It's good for my mindset," he said. "I'm happy with the decision, 
honestly, of getting the surgery and I can put it in the past and move on."  

Matthews is optimistic about playing in the regular season opener on Oct. 
13.  

With wrist injury progressing, Matthews aims to be ready to start the 
season 

Auston Matthews spoke about his wrist injury progression and admitted 
that he has been skating since the surgery, and is looking forward to 
getting the splint off in order to progress into further hockey activities, 
including hopefully handling pucks next week. 

--- 

Unlike his teammates, Nylander kept his mask on for his entire media 
availability.  

"I'm not fully vaccinated yet," the Swede explained. "I had a couple 
medical things I had to take care of and I'll be fully vaccinated by the 
beginning of the season." 

Wednesday marked the first in-person availability for media covering the 
Leafs since March 2020 when the pandemic began. Reporters sat 
spaced out while Dubas, Keefe and the players answered questions from 
a podium.  

"I think being vaccinated is going to help everybody and helps the team 
achieve our end goal so it was a pretty easy choice," Nylander said. 
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TSN.CA / Doctors condemn plans for packed arenas in reeling Alberta 

More than a dozen infectious disease and critical care doctors are calling 
on the Calgary Flames and Edmonton Oilers to drop plans to play games 
in full-capacity arenas this season as the province of Alberta lurches into 
an unprecedented medical crisis amid the fourth wave of COVID-19. 

 

By Rick Westhead 

 

More than a dozen infectious disease and critical care doctors are calling 
on the Calgary Flames and Edmonton Oilers to drop plans to play games 
in full-capacity arenas this season as the province of Alberta lurches into 
an unprecedented medical crisis amid the fourth wave of COVID-19. 

The Flames are scheduled to host the Oilers on Sunday in the teams’ 
first National Hockey League pre-season game of the 2021-22 season. 
Both Alberta-based teams say they have safety protocols in place and 
plan to play to 100 per cent capacity. 

Those decisions to play in front of packed arenas come as the Alberta 
government is asking the federal government for assistance airlifting its 
sickest patients to hospitals in other provinces. 

Alberta Health Services, the provincial body that oversees healthcare in 
Alberta, has said it is staring down the worst health-care crisis in its 
history 

“Things are so desperate,” Dr. Ilan Schwartz, an infectious disease 
doctor in Edmonton, said in an interview with TSN. “In all of Alberta we 
have 340 ICU beds. We are literally 10 patients away from having to start 
choosing who gets treatment and who does not.” 

Alberta hospitals have cancelled thousands of surgeries to deal with the 
flood of COVID-19 patients, most of whom were unvaccinated. 

Doctors say they have started planning for the possibility of having to 
decide which adults and children will be eligible for critical care beds as 
hospitals fill with patients. 

It's a remarkable plunge into crisis in a province where Premier Jason 
Kenney on June 18 dropped mask mandates and social distancing rules, 
promising the “best summer ever.” While Kenney told reporters on Sept. 
16 that he was sorry for suggesting during the summer that the pandemic 
was over, he refused to apologize for relaxing public health restrictions. 

Alberta on Tuesday reported it has 20,917 active COVID-19 cases, more 
than twice as many as any other province or territory. Alberta’s health 
ministry is now asking other provinces to help take its sickest patients. 

B.C. and Quebec have informed Alberta they cannot accept ICU patients 
from the province while Ontario and Manitoba have asked hospitals in 
those provinces how many Alberta patients they can accommodate, 
doctors say. 

“This is about to be a nightmare like we’ve never seen before,” said Dr. 
Noel Gibney, an Edmonton critical-care doctor with four decades of 
experience working in ICUs. “We are now begging other provinces to 
start taking our ICU patients and we are days away from having to decide 
which patients will be taken off ventilators and given palliative care, 
basically oxygen and morphine, to make way for patients that have a 
better chance to live. It’s jarring that we are asking other provinces to 
take our patients and at the same time having full hockey arenas that will 
lead to further spread of COVID-19.” 

Dr. Gibney said Alberta’s newly released proof-of-vaccination cards, 
which fans will use to gain entry to NHL games, are editable PDF 
documents. 

“It’s so incredibly easy to forge it’s almost worthless,” he said. 

Dr. Gibney, who is a professor emeritus in the department of critical care 
medicine at the University of Alberta, said he was contacted Wednesday 
about resuming his practice because of the provincial crisis. 

TSN interviewed 14 infectious disease and critical care doctors about the 
Oilers and Flames’ safety protocols for the upcoming season. Each of 
those doctors said the NHL teams should cut back the number of 
spectators allowed to attend games. 
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Alberta doctors paint a grim picture of the future. 

"We are so close to having to ship people thousands of kilometres away 
from their loved ones, when they are so sick, and possibly dying," said 
Dr. Shazma Mithani, an emergency room doctor at the Royal Alexandra 
Hospital in Edmonton. 

Dr. Mithani said the province should be adopting a lock down to try to 
stop the spread of COVID-19. 

"It's reckless, and irresponsible for our province, as well as the Oilers and 
Flames, to be acting like nothing is going on, like our health-care system 
is normal," she said. "It’s ridiculous you can go to an Oilers game and 
drink a beer shoulder-to-shoulder with someone else and yell when 
McDavid scores a goal, sending droplets everywhere, while our hospitals 
are bursting at the seams." 

The Oilers wrote in a statement to TSN that the team plans to insist 
spectators provide proof-of-vaccination documents or a negative COVID-
19 test to gain entry to Rogers Place, which has a capacity to hold 
18,500 spectators. The team said it will insist fans wear masks when they 
are not eating or drinking. 

“We also continue to monitor and evaluate our venue plans and the 
COVID situation in Alberta and will adjust as needed,” Oilers executive 
vice president Tim Shipton wrote, adding that all staff and contractors 
must be fully vaccinated in order to work in the building. 

Flames general manager Brad Treliving said Wednesday that all fans 
must be fully vaccinated to gain entry to the 19,289-seat Scotiabank 
Saddledome. 

“We complied as we always have with all provincial mandates, whether 
that be in terms of being fully vaccinated, masking, anything that’s 
required provincially, we’re in compliance with,” Treliving said. “Like 
everything in this pandemic, you watch, and you read and react as need 
be. We’ve tried to be leaders in the community in terms of supporting 
anything health initiative wise and to make we sure we keep everyone, 
not only our fans, but people in the province, as healthy as we possibly 
can.” 

Tom McMillan, a spokesman for Alberta Health, said the NHL teams and 
other event organizers can implement more restrictive protocols than 
mandated by the province, but not less. 

"Under the Restrictions Exemption Program, NHL games can occur at full 
occupancy provided that the teams, at a minimum, require all fans to be 
vaccinated or have a privately purchased negative rapid test result within 
the last 72 hours," McMillan wrote in an email to TSN's Ryan Rishaug. 
"Masking is still required for all fans indoors and other public health 
measures are encouraged... We are balancing the need to reduce the 
spread of COVID-19 with the evidence regarding the effectiveness of 
vaccines. We will continue to monitor the situation closely and 
recommend any change in our approach if and as needed." 

Some doctors outside Alberta are also critical of the Alberta NHL teams' 
plans for full arenas. 

Dr. Anand Kumar, an infectious disease and critical care specialist in 
Winnipeg, said that modelling from mid-August showed Alberta was at 
risk for almost 1,000 ICU patients this fall if restrictions lifted earlier were 
not reintroduced. The province’s normal ICU capacity is just over 200, he 
said. 

"Alberta can’t get this under control fast enough to avoid a disaster 
scenario without a hard lockdown right now; playing NHL games only 
increases the risk for more cases when you can least afford them," he 
said. "Alberta should be going into a hard lockdown right now, not playing 
NHL games." 

Dr. Kumar was among several specialists who raised other concerns, 
saying that while vaccines remain effective against preventing deaths 
and hospitalization, the protection they provide against infection has 
fallen, a development attributed to the more infectious Delta variant and 
waning vaccine immunity. 

Dr. Kumar, an intensivist at Health Sciences Centre and professor of 
medical microbiology at the University of Manitoba, also said he was 
worried that hospitals have less capacity than they did a year ago to care 
for patients with COVID-19. In the span of one week, seven critical-care 

nurses recently quit at a Winnipeg hospital, citing mental fatigue and 
stress, he said. 

"This has the potential in Canada to get dramatically worse," Dr. Kumar 
said. "This could easily get to the levels we saw in Italy and New York 
last year." 

Dr. Mike Silverman, an infectious disease specialist at Western 
University in London, Ont., said his hospital has been asked by Ontario's 
government if it can accept ICU patients from Alberta. That leaves Dr. 
Silverman questioning whether any fans should even be allowed to pack 
NHL arenas in Alberta. 

"They did it with no fans for a while and they can go back to it without too 
much trouble," Dr. Silverman said. "These are extreme times. In Alberta, 
they're now talking about bringing in emergency protocols for 
resuscitation, meaning that if someone's heart stops, a doctor may not 
resuscitate them because if they resuscitate them, they don't have an 
ICU bed to put them in. 

"[The Oilers and Flames] have to be good citizens. They're supposed to 
be playing for the pride of the city, not helping the city go down the 
drain... The message the NHL is sending is, 'It's okay that you can't get 
your cancer surgery, but it's not okay if fans miss a game that they can 
watch at home on TV. That's just too much to ask.'" 
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TSN.CA / Takeaways from the opening day of Leafs training camp 

Morgan Rielly’s contract status and Auston Matthews’ wrist where among 
the talking points at media day, Kristen Shilton writes. 

 

By Kristen Shilton 

 

TORONTO — The Maple Leafs ended last season with an embarrassing 
defeat. But it hasn’t stopped the franchise from staying the course. 

That message was clearly conveyed by head coach Sheldon Keefe on 
Wednesday as the Leafs prepared to open training camp. It was just a 
few months ago that Toronto – winners of the North Division title in a 
pandemic-shortened season –  made an ego-bruising exit from the 
playoffs following a blown 3-1 first-round series lead to the Montreal 
Canadiens. 

While no one has forgotten the sting of that failure, Keefe and company 
are determined to learn from it.  

“Setting the standard was our focus last season; this season our focus is 
raising that standard and finding another level,” Keefe said. “Last season, 
we wanted to change our habits and our details, and we felt like we made 
great strides there, but it wasn't good enough. I believe in a lot of the 
great things that we did last season to put ourselves in position to 
compete in the playoffs. But we didn't get it done and we recognize that. 
Our focus is to be sure the things we do from day one of training camp 
help us be our best when it counts the most.” 

Before Toronto begins its new journey with the first on-ice portions of 
camp on Thursday, the team addressed several looming storylines 
during Wednesday’s media day.  

1. Morgan Rielly’s contract negotiation 

The Leafs’ top-pairing defenceman is entering the final year of his six-
year, $30 million contract and there hasn’t been much discussion so far 
on an extension. 

“You deal with it as it comes,” said Rielly. “My approach this year is that I 
don’t really want to discuss it publicly. …You know how I feel about being 
a Leaf, but at the same time, it’s a business. But being a Toronto Maple 
Leaf is special to me.” 
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While some players prefer not to negotiate once the season begins, 
Rielly said he isn’t putting any parameters on the process.  

“It’s not something I’m going to try and control,” he said. “I’m just going to 
go out there and play hockey. I have a lot of confidence with where I’m at 
right now. I’m not going to put any rules on [my agent]. And I’ll take care 
of what I can do hockey-wise. That’s the best approach for me.” 

Meanwhile, Dubas is keeping an eye on the NHL’s salary cap. It’s 
currently a flat $81.5 million, and the Leafs are right up against it. Should 
that hold for next season, Toronto may struggle to match what Rielly 
could command on the open market.  

Over last summer alone, Seth Jones signed an eight-year, $76 million 
contract with Chicago, Darnell Nurse signed an eight-year, $74 million 
extension with Edmonton and Zach Werenski inked a six-year, $57.5 
million pact with Columbus.  

2. Spencer Carbery is taking over the power play 

The Leafs started last season as one of the NHL’s best teams on the 
power play. Through the final three months and into playoffs, Toronto 
was alarmingly bad with the extra man. 

From March 11 to their final regular-season game, the Leafs’ power play 
ranked second-worst in the NHL (6.9 per cent). The power play gave up 
more goals shorthanded (six) than it scored (five). In the postseason, the 
Leafs’ power play was just 3-for-23 (13 per cent). 

First-year assistant coach Manny Malhotra had been in charge of those 
units, but that’s no longer the case. Newly hired assistant Spencer 
Carbery will be taking over power play duties, while Malhotra moves to a 
supporting role without defined responsibilities. Dean Chynoweth will be 
coaching the penalty kill (after Dave Hakstol departed to become head 
coach of the Seattle Kraken). Paul MacLean remains part of the staff in 
an advisory role.  

“Spencer is a guy I have tremendous respect for,” Keefe said. “You can’t 
hear enough good things about the job he did [as coach of the year with 
the AHL’s Hershey Bears last season]. It’s been great to work with him 
this summer.” 

3. John Tavares’ quick recovery 

It was just minutes into Game 1 against Montreal last May that John 
Tavares was hit by Ben Chiarot and then took a knee to the head from 
Corey Perry in an alarming sequence that knocked Toronto’s captain out 
cold. 

Tavares says now he has no memory of the play, or its disturbing 
aftermath. The 31-year-old centre was clearly disoriented after coming to 
on the ice and was taken to the hospital for further testing. After being 
diagnosed with a concussion and minor knee injury, Tavares was 
released – and, he says, back to normal in a hurry.  

“As things progressed coming out of the hospital, I didn’t have any 
symptoms, I didn’t have any pain,” Tavares said. “Other than being really 
exhausted, I got back to myself really quickly after I got some rest and 
some sleep, and the shock wore off. After three or four days, I was on the 
bike, getting my heart rate up.” 

Tavares missed the rest of Toronto’s series against the Canadiens but 
had resumed skating and could have possibly returned had the Leafs 
advanced to the second round. When that didn’t happen, Tavares used 
to the extra downtime to continue healing and working on his game for 
the coming year. 

4. Auston Matthews expects to play in Game 1 

Matthews made it through almost all of last season nursing a nagging 
wrist injury, missing just four games while still pocketing 41 goals to earn 
the first Rocket Richard Trophy of his career.  

The 24-year-old centre had hoped that, with a little rest, his wrist would 
return to full strength on its own. But as Matthews ramped up his off-
season training, it became clear his wrist still wasn’t 100 per cent. So, in 
consultation with the Leafs’ doctors, he decided to go under the knife 
Aug. 13.  

The recovery time was about six weeks, and as of now Matthews is on 
track to be in the lineup for the Leafs’ first game on Oct. 13. 

“I’ve been skating. We’ll get the splint off [soon],” Matthews said. “I’ve just 
been keeping my cardio up before we progress into more hockey stuff.” 

Matthews said the surgery did impact his summer routine, but he’s 
hopeful that would have a lingering effect on the season ahead.  

“I [still] got some really good work in on stuff I wanted to work on,” he 
said. “Now I’m getting back on the ice and that’s [a great opportunity] 
before you get back in action, get back to practices and handling pucks.” 

There is no timeline yet for when Matthews might begin participating in 
the Leafs’ training camp drills.  

5. William Nylander isn’t fully vaccinated  

The NHL has rolled out stringent protocols related to player and staff 
COVID-19 vaccination for this season, and William Nylander is in the 
process of complying. 

“I’m not fully vaccinated yet,” Nylander said. “I had some medical issues 
[to deal with], but I’ll be fully vaccinated by the start of the season.” 

Nylander said it was important he get a complete dose of the vaccine, 
and not just for professional reasons.  

“I wanted to do the right thing and get vaccinated,” he said. “It’s going to 
help everyone and help the team.” 
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TSN.CA / Unwavering Dubas keeps the faith 

Maple Leafs GM says he’s not thinking about past failures or job security 
as his team opens training camp under significant pressure to find playoff 
success, Kristen Shilton writes. 

 

By Kristen Shilton 

 

TORONTO — This version of the Toronto Maple Leafs is becoming 
increasingly defined by postseason failure. Kyle Dubas is on a mission to 
change that.  

Toronto’s general manager has been vehemently defending his team 
since May, when the Leafs  blew a 3-1 first-round playoff series lead to 
the Montreal Canadiens and made another early playoff exit. As the 
Leafs opened training camp on Wednesday, Dubas was still justifying his 
belief that this season will produce a different result for Toronto than the 
past five. 

It starts, in his mind, with letting go.  

“We're not going to get distracted by redeeming ourselves from the past,” 
Dubas told reporters. "We only control what we do today and every day 
we’re moving forward. I don't think we can hide from [our failings] and run 
from it. I just think that we have to do everything we can as an 
organization to be ready when those [big] moments come again and 
[make sure] we're as prepared as possible. I have full faith in everybody 
in that room. But we can't allow our focus to get distracted on the long 
run.” 

At the moment, Toronto is focused on its first day of on-ice activities 
Thursday. Several new players, including Michael Bunting, Nick Ritchie, 
David Kampf, Ondrej Kase and Petr Mrazek, will be vying for roster spots 
and, ideally, helping the Leafs find a better outcome this season.  

Dubas touched on the newcomers and several other topics in his press 
conference, which was laced with a sense of urgency about what Toronto 
has yet to accomplish. 

“Today is our opportunity to move past [our defeats], and we get to focus 
on things that we control in the present, to change that story in the 
future,” Dubas said. 

On the pressure to end Leafs’ Stanley Cup drought 
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“We don't carry that burden of 54 years [since the last Stanley Cup] with 
us. Most of the people in that [dressing] room weren't alive then, so I 
don't think that resonates with them. I think what I've learned about this 
group in the last three and a half months is that they care tremendously 
about – rather than proving all of that [negative] stuff wrong – they care 
about proving themselves right. And I think that's the key to anything is 
that there's a number of teams all throughout sports that provide a great 
number of examples of overcoming things and if you go through and 
study them all, it's when that [battle] becomes personal and there's a 
deep believe in them internally [that things turn around]. That's what I've 
seen from this group in the last few months, which makes me excited and 
optimistic.” 

On the belief in Leafs’ core of Auston Matthews, Mitch Marner, William 
Nylander and John Tavares 

“It's easy to say you believe in something when everyone's very 
optimistic [about it early on], but true belief is tested when things are a 
little bit harder, and there's struggle and they fall, and you have to pick 
yourself back up and continue to move on. And that's how I feel about the 
group. I think that that group in there will win if we can continue to build 
and progress day to day, especially coming off the things of the past, and 
rolling ahead into the season and being focused on being the best we 
can be. I've seen massive maturity from all our young players. I believe in 
the group, deeply.” 

On fielding trade offers for Leafs’ core pieces over the summer 

“I'm not going to get into specific calls we get on specific guys. But the 
belief we have in that entire core is unwavering. In this job, you always 
have to consider [how to get] better and nothing came along from the end 
of our [first-round] series to today that I believe would have made us 
better. I believe when these big moments come [next], they are going to 
be at their best and they are going to have success.”  

On whether he feels his job is on the line this season 

“That's a question that I can't really answer and that I don't really worry 
about. What I worry about every day is being the best I can for our staff 
and our players.” 

On reports that Ilya Mikheyev requested a trade during the off-season 

“The answer on Ilya is that he’s going to be on the team, and he’s going 
to be a big part of the team.” 

On Matthews not having wrist surgery until mid-August (Matthews 
missed four games last season with a nagging wrist issue) 

With wrist injury progressing, Matthews aims to be ready to start the 
season 

Auston Matthews spoke about his wrist injury progression and admitted 
that he has been skating since the surgery, and is looking forward to 
getting the splint off in order to progress into further hockey activities, 
including hopefully handling pucks next week. 

“That was a plan that was formed by the Leafs' medical team and Auston 
that represented [how he felt]. We always wanted to avoid [surgery]. But 
when he ramped up his training in the summer and began to feel 
discomfort, our plan at the end of the season was that if he did feel that 
he would consult with [doctors]. The expectation is he'll be ready [for 
Game 1].” 

On contract negotiations with Morgan Rielly, who will become an 
unrestricted free agent this summer 

Rielly addresses contract status: 'We'll see what the future holds' 

With his contract up at the end of the season, Leafs' defenceman Morgan 
Rielly said he doesn't want to speak about it publicly. Rielly says that he 
will just focus on playing, and admits he would like to stay with the Leafs. 

“The contract negotiation thing with a flat cap [of $81.5 million] is [more 
difficult]. That's a personal matter for Morgan and a private one for us. 
You want to see where things go through the year with the cap [maybe 
going up].” 

On off-season signees finding a role with the team 

“We hope they all make a big impact. Rather than try to make a splashy 
move, we tried to acquire players that we think have just begun to show 
their potential or fit a specific need we have or need a chance at a bit of 
redemption and we're hoping they find that here.” 

On the Leafs’ developing a “killer instinct” 

“We've had opportunities to put teams away, and we haven't done that 
yet. But I think in terms of resources [to help get there], it's in the way that 
we practice. We made changes to our staff and added Greg Harden as a 
[performance coach] to try to help our people and our staff and our 
coaches be at their best in moments when pressure comes, and I think 
you just have to lean into that. We can't hide from it.” 
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